We breathe science, so you can breathe life.
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At National Jewish Health, we have thought long and deeply about breathing. Since we opened our doors 118 years ago, our physicians and researchers have intensively focused on breathing — how the lungs function best, how they are compromised by disease, and how we can help people breathe better. We are a science-based organization, which is the foundation for our understanding of the lungs and breathing. Therefore, we perform a great deal of cutting-edge research to better understand and treat respiratory and related diseases. Life is what all our efforts are about; helping people breathe better so they can live longer, healthier, happier lives. So, it is only fitting that we titled this year’s annual report with our new brand promise — Breathing Science is Life®.

In the Breathing section of the report, patient Nancy Deans will give you a sense of how terrifying and debilitating it can be when you can’t breathe, and how extraordinary it is when you can breathe again. You will learn how our experts in the Pulmonary Physiology Unit use sophisticated, state-of-the-art tools and tests to discover exactly how air is — or is not — flowing in and out of the lungs. The article “A Personal Sense of Urgency” explains how sleep and breathing are intimately connected, and how a novel video can make a difference.

The Science section of the report explains how advanced genetic studies and precision medicine for respiratory and related diseases are delivering vital answers to our patients and how cutting-edge research is helping us better understand and promote healing in damaged lungs. In the Life section, we look beyond the walls of our hospital to show how our work helps people live fuller lives, from a teen pursuing his passion for dancing, to Navajo children struggling with an asthma epidemic, to workers exposed to the toxic metal beryllium.

In the Collaborations section of our annual report, we detail how our work with leading health care institutions is raising the level of respiratory care and research across the nation, which is core to our mission. Among other highlights, you can read about our newest collaboration with Jefferson Health on the Jane and Leonard Korman Jefferson Health | National Jewish Health Respiratory Institute in Philadelphia. In the second half of the book, we recognize and celebrate the many generous donors who make our work possible. Among them, we highlight John and Carrie Morgridge and the Morgridge Family Foundation, who have helped us in so many ways that we presented them with the Arthur B. Lorber Award, the highest honor at National Jewish Health.

After reading through these stories in our annual report, we hope you will better understand why we at National Jewish Health believe that Breathing Science is Life®.
It’s easy to take breathing for granted, until you can’t…

At National Jewish Health, our experts study the whole person: the lungs, the heart, the digestive system and anything else that can help us help you breathe better.

We breathe science, so you can breathe life.
We look deeper and investigate further to restore a person’s ability to breathe well.

Don Rollins, MD
Professor of Medicine

When breathing difficulties forced Nancy Deans to her knees, she had to give up her passion, barrel racing. Pulmonologist Don Rollins, MD, and his colleagues got Nancy back in the saddle.
A nurse once told Nancy Deans she had never seen a patient who breathed so shallowly. Nancy knew that if she breathed very lightly, kept calm and did not exert herself suddenly, she would be all right. But life does not always work that way. In 2015, while bathing her horse Fury in preparation for a barrel racing competition, Nancy Deans suffered another shortness-of-breath episode. In an instant, she was on her hands and knees, unable to talk, gasping for breath.

“You just lose your air,” said Deans, 58, of Montrose, Colorado.

Breathing problems had plagued Deans for nearly a decade. She had surgery to remove a blockage in her airway, which offered some relief. But the breathing problems always returned, and no one could tell her the cause. Finally, she realized that she could not compete in barrel racing, the sport she loves. “I just couldn’t do it anymore. I couldn’t risk passing out on that horse.”

Fortunately, one of her fellow barrel racers recommended that she come to National Jewish Health, where she saw senior pulmonologist Don Rollins, MD. After extensive testing and comprehensive evaluation at National Jewish Health, Dr. Rollins came into the examination room with a diagnosis.

“Congratulations, you have asthma,” said Dr. Rollins. Finally, it had a name, and he could treat it,” said Deans.

The comprehensive testing also revealed that Deans’ asthma was complicated by sleep apnea and vocal cord dysfunction. The blockage in her airway also had grown back.

“The majority of our patients have multiple issues that restrict their breathing,” said Dr. Rollins. “That’s why we look deeper and investigate further to restore a person’s ability to breathe well.”

In a highly specialized procedure, interventional pulmonologist Kendra Hammond, MD, removed the airway obstruction and cauterized it, so that it is unlikely to return anytime soon. Dr. Rollins prescribed medications for asthma and a continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) machine for her sleep apnea. Speech therapist Kristina Johnston taught Deans exercises to control the vocal cord dysfunction. Dr. Rollins continues to see Deans regularly to monitor her ongoing health.

Two years later, Deans is breathing easier and has resumed strenuous barrel racing. “My breathing ... It’s like night and day,” said Deans. “I am 100 percent better. I can breathe again.”
When patients first come to National Jewish Health, most have a simple question: “Why can’t I breathe?”

Is air trapped deep in the lungs by constricted airways, a hallmark of asthma and COPD? Does the air flow well, but fail to diffuse into the bloodstream because of extensive scarring? Or does the shortness of breath originate in the heart rather than the lungs?

The Pulmonary Physiology Unit (PPU) at National Jewish Health helps supply the answers. The largest, most advanced pulmonary physiology unit in the world, the PPU features 27 procedure rooms and offices filled with advanced equipment, some appearing to have come from a Hollywood science-fiction film. A room-sized metal and plastic box houses the exposure chamber, where patients’ breathing is monitored after exposure to various irritants, from ammonia in cleaning products to cigarette smoke, perfume or even steam rising from a boiling pot of shrimp. In another room, patients wearing full face masks ride bikes as hard as they can while arterial lines draw blood samples. Other tests simulate high altitude or extremely cold temperatures.

“CT scans, MRIs and X-rays can show you the structure of the lung,” said George Zeman, RRT, CPFT, BS, director of pulmonary physiology and cardiology services at National Jewish Health. “Pulmonary physiology tests show how the lungs function, how air flows through the airways and how oxygen diffuses into the bloodstream. At National Jewish Health, we are always looking for new ways to understand how the lungs function.”

For example, pediatric pulmonologist Tod Olin, MD, MSCS, threads a thin tube with a tiny camera, called a laryngoscope, through a patient’s nose and down the throat. He then watches as the patient pedals a stationary bicycle as hard as possible to see if the vocal cords close and block airflow during extreme exertion. Pulmonologist Silpa Krefft, MD, MPH, recently reported that cardiopulmonary exercise tests may help determine what is causing breathing difficulties among warfighters returning from the Middle East.

“To help patients breathe better, we need to know where the problems are,” said Amy Olson, MD, MPH, medical director of the pulmonary physiology unit. “Pulmonary physiology testing helps us do that.”
Occupational pulmonologist Silpa Krefft, MD, leads Thomas Engel, a former steelworker from Indiana, through specialized tests to discover what is blocking the smooth flow of air through his lungs.
Michael Berry is a big, strong guy. But the truck driver from Denver was always tired. If he sat down for even a few minutes, he fell asleep.

At National Jewish Health, he received a diagnosis of sleep apnea, repeated closure of the upper airways during sleep, which disrupts sleep and leaves patients tired and unrefreshed in the morning. Left untreated, sleep apnea has been linked to serious medical conditions, including depression, diabetes, heart disease and cancer, as well as to accidents such as car wrecks.

Doctors prescribe a continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) machine for treatment. It delivers air under pressure through a face mask to keep the throat open while sleeping. Unfortunately, patients often dislike the mask, tubing and machine noise of CPAP, prompting more than half of patients to quit using them.

National Jewish Health sleep expert Mark Aloia, PhD, has latched on to a central fact of sleep apnea to motivate patients to use their CPAP machines, sleep better and function more effectively. Almost by definition, sleep apnea patients are sleeping and unaware...
Understanding the Heart and Lungs as One

Perhaps no other disease better illustrates the critical connection between the heart and lungs than pulmonary hypertension, a type of high blood pressure involving the arteries of the lungs and the right side of the heart. To understand, diagnose and treat pulmonary hypertension, physicians must address issues in both the heart and the lungs.

The National Jewish Health Division of Cardiology has long specialized in diagnosing and treating pulmonary hypertension. In 2016, M. Patricia “Patty” George, MD, a pulmonologist nationally recognized for her expertise in pulmonary hypertension, joined the National Jewish Health team. Together, Dr. George and cardiologist Kern Buckner, MD, are leading an expanded pulmonary hypertension program.

One of the first new initiatives will be invasive cardiopulmonary exercise testing (iCPET), which uses a cardiac catheter to monitor blood pressure within the heart while a patient exercises. That test, available at only a handful of institutions across the nation, will allow a better diagnosis and management of patients with pulmonary hypertension.

“We look at the heart and lungs as one unit,” said Dr. Buckner. “By combining Dr. George’s pulmonary perspective with our expertise in the right side of the heart, we are going to make great advances in helping patients with pulmonary hypertension.”

“It was a real eye-opener, watching myself fighting for breath.”

Michael Berry
Patient

as they snore, gasp, fight to breathe and wake repeatedly. Dr. Aloia thought he might motivate patients to use their CPAP machines by showing them videos of themselves sleeping. The effect was dramatic.

“We really created a personal sense of urgency in these patients in order to change their behavior,” said Dr. Aloia. “Patients actually got very emotional. Sometimes we’d have men who had never really thought of themselves having a problem being tearful.”

Sleep apnea patients who watched their own struggles with sleep apnea used their CPAP machines three hours more per night than those who saw no video, and nearly two and a half hours more than those who watched a video of another patient with sleep apnea.

“It was a real eye-opener watching myself fighting for breath,” said Michael Berry. “Waking up the next morning and having no knowledge of it was scary.” Since seeing the video of himself, Berry has worn his CPAP machine every night. He feels less tired, more alert and no longer needs to nap during the day.
Scientific research forms the critical foundation of our efforts to prevent, treat and cure multiple diseases. Just as past discoveries have led to revolutionary treatments for allergies, asthma and cancer, our current research seeks solutions that will heal lungs, treat autoimmune disease and prevent allergies.

We breathe science, so you can breathe life.
National Jewish Health researchers discovered a single mutation in one of Bentley Livingston’s genes that predisposes him to severe allergies, and have proposed a clinical trial to address it.
Anna Bartels had exhausted her options by the time she brought her 4-year-old son, Bentley Livingston, from Gaston, South Carolina, to National Jewish Health in 2015. Bentley suffers from severe eczema and food allergies that are so intense that he must be fed through a tube.

“I had been to numerous doctors,” Anna said. “They would just treat his skin, or they would just treat his stomach. Nobody ever put all this together until we went to National Jewish Health.”

As part of the comprehensive evaluation at National Jewish Health, Erwin Gelfand, MD; Pia Hauk, MD; and Paul Reynolds, PhD, sequenced several hundred of Bentley’s genes involved in the immune response. They discovered a mutation in one gene, CARD11, which prevents the natural amino acid glutamine from getting into cells. The mutation has profound effects on immune regulation and predisposes patients to allergy.

Since the discovery of Bentley’s mutation, Dr. Gelfand and colleagues discovered a genetic mutation that made another patient susceptible to rhinovirus infections, which cause the common cold. As part of the State of Colorado Newborn Screening program, Dr. Gelfand, Dr. Reynolds and Dr. Abbott also have identified several mutations that cause severe combined immune deficiency disease, often labelled “bubble-baby syndrome.”

“Advances in gene sequencing technology have allowed us to look more closely at potential genetic roots of immune dysfunction in children and adults,” said Dr. Gelfand. “We are finding many disorders caused by mutations in single genes.”

These discoveries are providing answers for increasing numbers of people with immune disorders. Identifying the single genetic mutation that causes severe allergies or a weakened immune system suggests a precise strategy to treat it. The National Jewish Health team is now evaluating a simple amino acid supplement to treat Bentley Livingston’s severe eczema and food allergy.
Research teams at National Jewish Health are seeking to understand how lungs repair themselves and discover how to promote the process in humans with lung disease.
The lung is an amazingly resilient organ. Assaulted on a daily basis by a constant influx of dust, microorganisms and industrial pollutants, the lung manages to protect and repair itself again and again. Until it doesn’t. In some people, the natural repair process fails, leading to tissue destruction, runaway scarring or other irreparable damage. Once the damage occurs, there is little that can be done to repair the lung. Currently, there are no approved treatments to enhance lung repair.

Scientists at National Jewish Health are working hard to understand how the lung repairs itself. They hope to transform those discoveries into treatments that repair lungs so patients can breathe freely.

### Promoting Inflammation to Halt Scarring

Scarring is a normal part of healing; the stiff mix of collagen and other materials in scar tissue holds damaged tissue together while new tissue regrows. Once tissue is repaired, the scar tissue melts away. In pulmonary fibrosis and other scarring diseases, however, the healing process goes awry, and scarring continues unabated. Inflammation was long thought to contribute to excess scarring. However, Assistant Professor of Cell Biology, Elizabeth Redente, PhD, has shown that the inflammatory molecule TNF-α can get the healing process back on track, stop the scarring and melt away scar tissue. She is now seeking to understand the specific mechanisms and signals that TNF-α triggers to turn off scarring.

### Orchestrating Lung Repair

Associate Professor of Medicine William Janssen, MD, has identified a new subset of cells that migrate to injured lung tissue and mature into macrophages that are key drivers of lung repair. He is seeking to confirm findings that these macrophages use an alternative energy system that allows them to thrive in damaged, oxygen-poor tissue and to secrete molecules that promote repair of injured tissue. He also is testing the hypothesis that a molecule known as HIF-1α, drives the development of those macrophages into critical orchestrators of lung repair.

### Revitalizing Stem Cells

Stem cells are fundamental to tissue repair. The ability of these cells to clone themselves repeatedly and differentiate into a variety of cell types allows them to replace damaged tissue. Cigarette smoke inhibits stem cells in bone marrow, a major source of new cells for the circulatory and immune systems. Irina Petrache, MD, head of the Pulmonary Division at National Jewish Health, has discovered that liposuction may provide an avenue to revitalize bone marrow stem cells and promote lung repair. Fat sucked out of people undergoing liposuction contains a few stem cells. When those fat-derived stem cells are injected into mice, they produce growth and reparative factors that restore the health and regenerative capacity of bone marrow stem cells, which can promote lung repair.

### Transplanting Stem Cells

Assistant Professor of Medicine Moumita Ghosh, PhD, is pursuing a different approach to repairing damaged lungs: cell-based therapy. Dr. Ghosh discovered and isolated extremely rare stem cells in human airways. She recently developed complex protocols to successfully transplant those stem cells. After transplantation, the stem cells multiplied and differentiated into the various cell types found in a functional airway. She is now studying whether stem cell-based therapy could be a viable treatment option for repairing lungs of patients with chronic diseases such as COPD or lung cancer.
Lung disease can affect more than your body. It can completely disrupt your daily activities, your family life, your work. At National Jewish Health, we help people and communities breathe easier.

We breathe science, so you can breathe life.
Breath control is something every performer must master. For dancers, good breathing technique can add not only to endurance, but also to fluidity and grace. It can add power to an actor’s speech. Breath control is especially important and challenging for 18-year-old Kendrick Trujillo, who suffers from severe asthma and allergies. Thanks to his multidisciplinary team at National Jewish Health, Trujillo has mastered breath control well enough to pursue dance and theatre studies as he heads off to college.

Trujillo has suffered life-threatening asthma attacks since he was an infant. He recalls the time a wet dog triggered an attack that sent him to the emergency room, sirens blaring. “I felt lightheaded and couldn’t breathe; I started shaking and throwing up. An ambulance took me to the hospital,” Trujillo said. “It was a very, very close call.”

Trujillo came to National Jewish Health for Kids as a young child. Since then, he has been cared for by a whole team of specialists, including an allergist, pulmonologist, psychologist and nurse, who work together to determine the best way to keep their patients healthy and active.

“It is more than just medications that determine a patient’s health,” said Ronina Covar, MD, pediatric pulmonologist and director of the Pediatric Severe Asthma Clinic. “It is also their support system, their lifestyle and the self-awareness to care for themselves.”

“Kendrick is a busy teenager who juggles after-school activities, academics and work,” said pediatric allergist Kanwaljit Brar, MD. “We have been able to incorporate a daily asthma regimen into Kendrick’s busy life. By maintaining control of his asthma, he will be able to continue pursuing his passion for dancing.”

Trujillo recently began his first year of college, studying theatre education. He has taken with him all he learned about mastering his asthma and his breath control. “The secret is staying on top of my meds and exercising my lungs,” Trujillo said. “I train my lungs by staying active. I dance for hours every day and then have theatre rehearsals on top of that.”

Even though Trujillo is away from home, his support system will remain in place, and even grow. National Jewish Health will schedule follow-up appointments when he visits Denver, and help him find a doctor near his university in case of an exacerbation.

“As long as music exists, I will dance,” said Trujillo.
At National Jewish Health, an allergist, a pulmonologist, a psychologist, a nurse and others teamed up with Kendrick Trujillo to keep him dancing.
Crystal Littleben, Miss Navajo Nation, and Peter Nez, project manager and community liaison to the Navajo Nation, pose in front of iconic Window Rock, Arizona, home to the tribe’s administrative center.
Professor of Pediatrics Bruce Bender, PhD, has been awarded an $8.2 million, six-year grant from the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute to address high rates of asthma in the Navajo Nation. The project will use Dr. Bender’s Asthma Toolkit Program to teach caregivers how to diagnose and manage asthma. It also will involve a program developed by Lynn Gerald, PhD, MSPH, at the University of Arizona, to teach families, teachers and school nurses how to manage asthma.

This is the first large effort to address health disparities in the Navajo Nation. A complex mix of poverty, indoor pollution and a harsh environment combine to produce asthma rates that are two to three times higher than in the general population. Dr. Bender held more than 60 meetings with members of the Navajo Nation to lay the groundwork for the project and to set up advisory committees and partnerships for the program.

“Our overall goal is to build a lasting program that is sustainable for the people of the Navajo Nation,” said Dr. Bender. He is head of the Division of Pediatric Behavioral Health and co-director of the Center for Health Promotion.

The program furthers Dr. Bender’s focus on implementation research, which seeks to translate and disseminate medical and scientific discoveries at academic medical centers to the medical community at large.

“For so many diseases, including asthma, research at academic medical centers has identified excellent ways to treat, prevent and manage disease,” said Dr. Bender. “However, numerous practical, day-to-day obstacles prevent community physicians from incorporating this important knowledge into their practices. We are working hard to identify and overcome those obstacles, so that more people can receive better care based on the best research evidence we have.”
Professor of Medicine Lisa Cicuttto, RN, PhD, and her colleagues are engaging residents from low-income, industrialized communities to collect and interpret air quality data. The research, funded by a three-year grant from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, is intended to help residents understand and reduce their exposures to hazardous air pollutants. It also will provide important baseline data for air quality impacts of a major highway expansion and redevelopment project in the area.

The Globeville, Elyria and Swansea neighborhoods of Denver surround a traffic-choked section of Interstates 70 and 25. They also have industrial air pollution, especially particulate matter. Residents have expressed concerns about the health effects of air pollution and the accuracy of existing air pollution data.

Numerous residents will collect air quality data by wearing portable air quality monitors about the size of smart phones for several days during different seasons. The monitors will measure the exposure to air pollutants that residents actually experience, as well as the details of when and where the exposures are high and low. About 15 stationary monitors will collect pollution data throughout the community, primarily at schools and green spaces.

“We are engaging residents to become citizen scientists and help us collect data about air pollution in their neighborhood,” said Cicuttto. “We will also rely on residents to help us find the most effective methods to analyze and present the data. In this way, residents can understand their exposures, take actions to reduce those exposures and be effective advocates for their neighborhoods.”

The project also will gather valuable data to help evaluate the effects of a major highway construction project beginning soon. The project is intended to reduce traffic congestion, noise and air pollution in the area.
Lisa Cicutto, RN, PhD, (right) and researcher Molly McCullough, BS, collect data to help residents in Denver understand and reduce their exposure to hazardous air pollutants.
National Jewish Health Helps Miners

For 15 years, physicians and staff in the Environmental and Occupational Health Sciences Division at National Jewish Health have provided free health screenings for thousands of miners and former miners in underserved communities across Colorado, Wyoming and Arizona. The National Jewish Health team not only discovers previously undetected disease, but also helps patients get appropriate care and obtain disability status and health benefits.

Thanks to two grants awarded in 2017 by the Health Resources and Services Administration, National Jewish Health physicians and staff can continue to provide free screenings to miners at high risk for black lung, silicosis, lung cancer and other diseases. They also screen for other health issues, including heart disease, high blood pressure and sleep apnea. Participants receive chest X-rays, breathing tests, a complete physical exam, health education and recommendations for follow-up care.

“These miners often live in rural communities where expert pulmonologists and advanced diagnostic tools are unavailable,” said Cecile Rose, MD, MPH, professor of medicine and director of the Miners Clinic at National Jewish Health. “We see this not just as a program for early disease detection, but also as a service for rural communities that have been historically underserved.”
“Every week, I see patients suffering the debilitating and sometimes deadly effects of inhaling beryllium particles,” said Lisa Maier, MD, MSPH, chief of Environmental and Occupational Health Sciences at National Jewish Health. For almost three decades, National Jewish Health has been a leader in the research, diagnosis and treatment of lung disease caused by the exposure to the metal beryllium. Faculty and staff have consistently advocated for reduced exposure to beryllium particles in the workplace. Those efforts reached a major milestone in 2017 when the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) reduced permissible exposures to airborne beryllium by 90 percent.

“These new standards better reflect our knowledge about beryllium,” said Dr. Maier. “They will better protect thousands of workers in the United States.”

Beryllium, prized for its combination of strength and light weight, is used in a variety of industries, including aerospace, electronics, energy, telecommunications, medicine and defense. When particles, aerosols or fumes become airborne during machining or otherwise working the material, they can be inhaled into the lungs and cause an inflammatory, scarring disease known as chronic beryllium disease.

Physicians at National Jewish Health see more patients affected by beryllium and perform more diagnostic tests than any other institution in the world. Research at National Jewish Health has contributed to knowledge about beryllium and its effect on people who inhale it.

Dr. Maier and epidemiologist Peggy Mroz, MSPH, testified to OSHA panels considering changes to allowable beryllium exposures. National Jewish Health contributions were mentioned 29 times in the background and rationale for the final standard.

“The team at National Jewish Health has been instrumental in improving our knowledge about the risks posed by inhaled beryllium,” said David Michaels, PhD, former Assistant Secretary of Labor for OSHA, who called Dr. Maier to personally thank and congratulate her when the new standards were finalized. “They deserve tremendous credit for protecting workers from the hazards of beryllium.”
Collaborations

We are bringing our expertise and our unique approach to respiratory care and research to more people through collaborations with leading health care institutions across the nation.
When Kori Tolbert, 38, of Rochester, New York, checked into the Cystic Fibrosis (CF) Unit at National Jewish Health | Saint Joseph Hospital, she found a hospital room completely customized for patients with CF. It had a stationary bicycle, a refrigerator and a guest area. National Jewish Health faculty and staff helped design the rooms at the campus of Saint Joseph Hospital specifically for their CF patients, who have frequent, extended stays in the hospital. National Jewish Health operates the largest adult cystic fibrosis program in the nation and has been a world leader in developing medications and treatment regimens that have dramatically extended the lives of patients. Cystic fibrosis patients fight a never-ending battle against lung infections. As a result, they endure frequent “tune-up” hospitalizations that can last two weeks for intensive antibiotic treatments.

Even before National Jewish Health, Saint Joseph Hospital and its nonprofit parent, SCL Health, officially completed their joint operating agreement in 2013, leaders at Saint Joseph Hospital sought input from National Jewish Health physicians and staff on the rooms for cystic fibrosis patients in its new, state-of-the-art hospital. In consultation with patients, National Jewish Health physicians and staff recommended a number of elements that could benefit patients during their frequent, lengthy stays.

“The team at Saint Joseph have been excellent partners,” said Sara Brayshaw, RN, nurse manager for the Adult Cystic Fibrosis Program. “They incorporated our suggestion for design changes to rooms in the Cystic Fibrosis Unit and have worked closely with us to provide the best care for our patients.”

Cystic fibrosis patients consume high-calorie diets to maintain their weight and strength. Therefore, rooms in the cystic fibrosis unit at National Jewish Health | Saint Joseph Hospital have refrigerators, so patients can have ready access to nutritious food at any time of day or night. The rooms also are larger than most hospital rooms and have a guest seating area that can be converted to a bed for family members to stay.

“Having my husband stay with me in my room was essential, especially that first night when I was adjusting to a new hospital,” Tolbert said. “Having him close was a really great gift.”

Each of the rooms is equipped as needed with an exercise bicycle, yoga mat, exercise ball and other items, so CF patients can get the exercise that helps clear mucus from their lungs and slow the decline in lung function. “Having them here in the room has been awesome,” Tolbert said. “Using the ball helped me open my chest, which helps my breathing. The equipment in my room really helped my body handle being in the hospital.”
Kori Tolbert enjoys the rooms at Saint Joseph Hospital that are designed specifically for cystic fibrosis patients.
National Jewish Health continues to expand its reach and ability to positively impact the health of children and adults throughout the United States and beyond. Over the past several years, a number of key collaborations with leading health care institutions from New York and Philadelphia to Denver and hospitals across the West have been an important component of growth and the extension of the unique model of care practiced at National Jewish Health. In addition to elevating respiratory care for patients around the nation, these collaborations have provided more opportunities for research and training of health professionals.

In 2017, a new collaboration with Jefferson Heath in Philadelphia was announced, expanding the successful Respiratory Institute we began in 2014 with the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai in New York City.

Mount Sinai — National Jewish Health Respiratory Institute Grows

The Mount Sinai — National Jewish Health Respiratory Institute, led by CEO Charles “Cap” Powell, MD, continued to grow with 18,766 outpatient visits in 2016 and 10,429 during the first six months of 2017. Four new pulmonologists joined the Institute and experts in cardiology, gastroenterology, rheumatology and allergy were integrated into the Institute. This approach allows for more efficient and seamless integration of care for patients and valuable collaboration among caregivers.

We also launched several regular disease-specific video conferences that allow physicians in Denver and New York to share insights and expertise on the most challenging cases of interstitial lung disease, asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.

National Jewish Health and Mount Sinai physicians jointly delivered a series of professional education events to help physicians in the Northeast learn best practices for diagnosis and management of severe asthma. Research also thrived with a research symposium that highlighted discoveries at both institutions and identified opportunities for future research collaborations.

Mount Sinai — National Jewish Health Respiratory Institute

Left to right: Richard J. Martin, MD, chair of the Department of Medicine at National Jewish Health; Michael Salem, MD, president & CEO of National Jewish Health; Charles Powell, MD, CEO of the Mount Sinai – National Jewish Health Respiratory Institute; Dennis S. Charney, MD, dean of the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai; and Barbara Murphy, MD, chair of the Department of Medicine for the Mount Sinai Health System.
Collaboration with Jefferson Health Launches Respiratory Institute in Philadelphia

In 2017, National Jewish Health announced a new collaboration with Jefferson Health in Philadelphia to establish the Jane and Leonard Korman Respiratory Institute there. The Institute is enabled in part by the continuing support of the Jane and Leonard Korman Family Foundation.

The Respiratory Institute will provide a deep patient-care experience built on the multidisciplinary, team-based model of care practiced at National Jewish Health, tailored for the unique environment and capabilities of Jefferson Health. The Respiratory Institute also will focus on research, bringing together investigators from both institutions to advance care for complex respiratory diseases. Together, Jefferson Health and National Jewish Health bring an extraordinary level of expertise in addressing complex respiratory illnesses.

“This new relationship and the physicians and researchers who will be working together will help many more patients in the Philadelphia area and throughout the Northeast,” said Michael Salem, MD, president and CEO of National Jewish Health. “We are excited to extend our mission in this way.”

In addition, our work in Philadelphia will be in concert with the work we do with the Mount Sinai – National Jewish Health Respiratory Institute in New York. Together, we will collaborate on research, clinical trials and other programs that will serve patients throughout the Northeast in an unparalleled respiratory network.

Left to right: Michael Salem, MD, president and CEO of National Jewish Health; Leonard and Jane Korman; and Stephen K. Klasko, MD, MBA, President and CEO of Thomas Jefferson University, at the launching of the Jane and Leonard Korman Respiratory Institute in Philadelphia.
Range and Depth Grow
In Work with Saint Joseph Hospital and SCL Health

In 2017, the Joint Operating Agreement between National Jewish Health and Saint Joseph Hospital in Denver and its nonprofit parent SCL Health (SCL), continued to grow in both range and depth. Physicians and staff from both organizations are providing comprehensive, innovative care, from outpatient clinics on the National Jewish Health campus to inpatient care at the state-of-the-art Saint Joseph Hospital.

National Jewish Health physicians lead the intensive care unit based at Saint Joseph Hospital and provide hospitalist care for National Jewish Health patients when they are inpatients. They provide pulmonary consultations for all patients at Saint Joseph Hospital, and in the past year began seeing patients at a second SCL hospital, Platte Valley Medical Center.

We formed integrated leadership teams with physician and staff management to provide greater focus and drive excellence in our cardiology, oncology, general surgery and pulmonology collaborations. Delivering integrated, specialized outpatient and inpatient care to meet the unique needs of cystic fibrosis patients continued to be a major focus. The Adult Cystic Fibrosis Program, the largest of its kind in the country, is based at National Jewish Health and includes a fully integrated inpatient unit at Saint Joseph Hospital.

Both organizations have been recognized for excellence by a variety of organizations, highlighting our focus on quality care. Among other awards, Saint Joseph Hospital earned the prestigious Magnet accreditation for nursing excellence and quality patient care. Given to only seven percent of U.S. hospitals, it is the highest national honor in the nursing field.

Jamie Smith, President, Saint Joseph Hospital, and CEO, Joint Operating Agreement for National Jewish Health | Saint Joseph Hospital.
Research Expands with University of Colorado School of Medicine

In the past year, National Jewish Health continued and extended a variety of collaborations on research, patient care and education with its long-time academic partner, the University of Colorado School of Medicine and its hospital. Two new multimillion-dollar research programs, one on epigenetics of pulmonary fibrosis awarded to the university and one on severe asthma awarded to National Jewish Health, will rely on collaborations of researchers at both institutions. National Jewish Health Executive Vice President Greg Downey, MD, and Jim J. Reilly Jr., MD, dean of the University of Colorado School of Medicine, have worked closely to make it easier for researchers at both institutions to share resources and core laboratories.

Children Benefit from Rocky Mountain Hospital For Children Collaboration

Our collaborative work with Rocky Mountain Hospital for Children, a part of the HealthONE system, continued to benefit children in the local area and extend the reach of our pediatric program. National Jewish Health provided protocols and staff to support a respiratory care program for children at the hospital. National Jewish Health for Kids physicians provided diagnostic and treatment services on site at the hospital for a variety of diseases, including allergy, asthma, atopic dermatitis and immune deficiencies. Moving forward, that clinic will be based at National Jewish Health with additional focused clinics opening in the upcoming year. National Jewish Health for Kids physicians also provided “on-call” pediatric consultations for emergency and inpatient needs for other HealthONE facilities throughout Colorado.

“Working better together improves the strength and promise of our research.”
Gregory P. Downey, MD
Executive Vice President
Academic Affairs

Tele-ICU Serves More Banner Health Patients

National Jewish Health intensivists provided Tele-ICU services for more acutely ill patients as Banner Health increased the number of intensive care unit beds at 25 hospitals across the West. From an office on the National Jewish Health campus, National Jewish Health intensivists use a suite of electronic resources to monitor seriously ill patients and provide guidance on their care. Banner has found that Tele-ICU technology improves care, saves lives and shortens ICU stays for patients.
Fiscal year 2017 saw further development and expansion of our local and national collaborations. In three short years, our joint ventures with Saint Joseph Hospital and SCL Health, The Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai and our new venture with Jefferson Health, cumulatively have added more than $16 million to our bottom line — $7.4 million in fiscal 2017 alone. In addition, these ventures have improved respiratory care and research around the nation, enabling us to provide better access to more patients across a wider geographical area. They also have strengthened our reputation nationally.

The investment markets rebounded strongly during the year. Combined, our National Jewish Health diversified portfolios gained more than 12.5 percent, resulting in revenues of $11.9 million during the year, compared to a loss of $3.0 million the prior year.

Patient service revenue remained strong as evidenced by an almost 10 percent increase in year-over-year billings. In spite of this growth, net patient service revenue declined 1 percent due to reductions in Medicaid reimbursement. Patient demand remains strong, and National Jewish Health continues to expand services to meet that demand. New clinicians were successfully recruited in pulmonology, oncology, cardiology, rheumatology and pediatrics.

We successfully diversified our grant portfolio with new collaborations with the U.S. Department of Defense and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). We increased revenues from clinical trials and expanded investigator-initiated, privately funded projects. We also recruited new research faculty. These ongoing efforts paid off with a 7 percent increase in research revenues.

Health Initiatives also had a very strong year. We received two new state contracts. In addition, the “Tips from Former Smokers” national media campaign, funded by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), drove significant call volume to the Quitline. Operational efficiencies also improved. In total, Health Initiatives revenues increased 30 percent year over year.

Due largely to the increasing cost of pharmaceuticals, new recruitment, the growth of Health Initiatives calls, expanded research grants and general inflation, expenses increased 4 percent year over year, which is consistent with the prior year.

With the support of our loyal donors, fundraising completed another successful year, raising $19.5 million. These funds are crucial for continuing our mission to cure devastating respiratory and related diseases that afflict and kill millions every year. Donations help us recruit the brightest new physicians and scientists, build new facilities, and continue our missions of care, education and research.

Lower than expected bequests and the timing of some potentially substantial gifts, resulted in total philanthropy being lower than in the prior year. For the last 118 years, philanthropy has been the foundation of our mission and our success as the leading respiratory hospital in the world.

Larry Silverstein
Treasurer
### Consolidated Statements of Activities (in millions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Revenues, Gains and Other Support</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Patient Service Revenue</td>
<td>$143.8</td>
<td>$145.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Initiatives Revenue</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue from Affiliates</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Revenue</td>
<td>49.9</td>
<td>46.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>29.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment Returns</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>(3.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Income</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Revenues</strong></td>
<td>$258.2</td>
<td>$242.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expenses</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic Services</td>
<td>$95.9</td>
<td>$92.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Services</td>
<td>86.3</td>
<td>84.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration and Fiscal Support</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>29.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Services</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Initiatives and Marketing</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fund Development</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Expenses</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Expenses</strong></td>
<td>$251.0</td>
<td>$241.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increase in Net Assets</td>
<td>$7.2</td>
<td>$0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net Assets Beginning of Year</strong></td>
<td>$189.6</td>
<td>$189.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net Assets End of Year</strong></td>
<td>$196.8</td>
<td>$189.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Consolidated Statements of Financial Position (in millions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assets</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash and Cash Equivalents</td>
<td>$3.5</td>
<td>$2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounts Receivable — net</td>
<td>51.8</td>
<td>42.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investments — at fair value</td>
<td>119.8</td>
<td>109.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Assets</td>
<td>40.2</td>
<td>44.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property, Plant and Equipment — net</td>
<td>76.7</td>
<td>80.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Assets</strong></td>
<td>$292.0</td>
<td>$278.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Liabilities and Net Assets</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounts Payable and Current Liabilities</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>38.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term Debt</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>36.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Long-term Liabilities</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Assets</td>
<td>196.8</td>
<td>189.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Liabilities and Net Assets</strong></td>
<td>$292.0</td>
<td>$278.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Expenditures (millions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expenditure</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Payroll and Benefits</td>
<td>$154.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplies</td>
<td>$37.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>$22.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fees and Purchased Services</td>
<td>$14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance, Utilities and Leases</td>
<td>$12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depreciation</td>
<td>$8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest Expense</td>
<td>$1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient Service Revenue</strong> (millions)</td>
<td>143.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient service billings increased almost 10 percent, but reduced Medicaid reimbursements led to a 1 percent decline in net patient service revenue.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Research Grant Revenue</strong> (millions)</td>
<td>49.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New collaborations, expanded clinical trials and privately funded projects helped diversify and grow research grant revenue.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net Assets and Liabilities</strong> (millions)</td>
<td>292.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gains in our investment portfolio helped fuel growth in net assets and liabilities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

132,599 Patient visits in FY 2017

31% Increase in Health Initiatives revenue since 2016

32% Increase in patient revenue since 2013
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In 29 years at National Jewish Health, Erwin Gelfand, MD, developed innovative clinical programs; conducted groundbreaking research; mentored dozens of clinicians and scientists; and transformed National Jewish Health for Kids into a worldwide referral center for asthma, allergy, atopic dermatitis and immunodeficiency. In recognition of those accomplishments during his tenure as chair of the Department of Pediatrics at National Jewish Health, Dr. Gelfand was presented with the President’s Award in 2017.

Recruited from Toronto’s Hospital for Sick Children in 1987, Dr. Gelfand grew our Pediatrics Department into a pre-eminent program by hiring exceptional faculty, and establishing the unique Day Program, Infusion Center, Clinical Research Center, Immunodeficiency Diagnosis and Treatment Program and specialty programs for several allergic and respiratory diseases.

Dr. Gelfand has authored nearly 800 scientific publications. He trained 120 postdoctoral research fellows and 75 clinical fellows. Most of his trainees remain in academic medicine, are widely published and hold leadership positions in the United States, Canada, Israel, Germany, Japan, China, England, France and Korea.

His immunodeficiency and immunology research has been supported for decades by the National Institutes of Health, Environmental Protection Agency, foundations and pharmaceutical companies. He has received numerous immunology awards around the globe, is a member of many professional academies, associations and societies and serves on several editorial boards.

In late 2016, Dr. Gelfand retired as chair of Pediatrics. He continues to see patients and conduct research at National Jewish Health.
Endowed Chairs and Professors

The Sally Lease Bartalot Endowed Fund for Psychosocial Medicine
Fred Wamboldt, MD, Professor, Division of Medical, Behavioral and Community Health, Department of Medicine

Girard & Madeline Beno Chair in Mycobacterial Diseases
Michael D. Iseman, MD, Professor Emeritus, Division of Mycobacterial and Respiratory Infections, Department of Medicine

Endowed Chair in Interstitial Lung Disease
Gregory P. Cosgrove, MD, Associate Professor, Assistant Director, Interstitial Lung Disease Program, Department of Medicine

Irene J. & Dr. Abraham E. Goldminz Professor of Immunology and Respiratory Medicine
Chair Appointment Under Consideration

Ida & Cecil Green Professor of Cell Biology
Chair Appointment Under Consideration

The Catherine Kramer Professor of Clinical Mycobacteriology
Chair Under Funding

The Catherine Kramer Scientist in Pediatric Medicine
Donna L. Bratton, MD, Professor, Department of Pediatrics

Endowed Chair in Mycobacterial and Infectious Lung Diseases
Chair Under Funding

Marjorie & Stephen Raphael Chair in Asthma Research
Chair Appointment Under Consideration

Margaret A. Regan Professor of Pulmonary Inflammation
Peter M. Henson, PhD, Professor, Department of Pediatrics

Veda H. and Chauncey H. Ritter Chair in Clinical Immunology
Rafeul Alam, MD, PhD, Professor, Head, Division of Allergy and Clinical Immunology, Department of Medicine

Cetalie & Marcel Weiss Chair in Pulmonary Medicine
Robert J. Mason, MD, Professor, Department of Academic Affairs

Helen Wohlberg & Herman Lambert Chair in Pharmacokinetics
Rohit K. Katial, MD, Professor, Division of Allergy and Clinical Immunology, Department of Medicine; Associate Vice President for Clinical Research and Industry Relationships; Co-Director, The Cohen Family Asthma Institute

Wollowick Family Foundation Chair in COPD Research
Irina Petrache, MD, Professor, Chief, Tuchman Family Division of Pulmonary, Critical Care and Sleep Medicine, Department of Medicine

The Drs. Harold & Mary Zirin Chair in Pulmonary Biology
Greg P. Downey, MD, Professor, Pediatrics and Biomedical Research; Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost, Department of Medicine

Annual Chairs and Professors

Edelstein Family Chair in Adult Pulmonary Medicine
Richard J. Martin, MD, Professor and Chair, Department of Medicine

Edelstein Family Chair in Pediatric & Clinical Immunology
Donald Y.M. Leung, MD, PhD, Professor, Head, Division of Pediatric Allergy and Immunology, Department of Pediatrics

Rebecca Runyon Bryan Chair in Cystic Fibrosis
Jerry A. Nick, MD, Professor, Director, Adult Cystic Fibrosis Program, Department of Medicine

Endowed Fellowships

Robert William Gitzen Jr. & Christopher Peter Gitzen Fellowship in Basic Immunology

Janet S. Lewald Fellowship in Basic Immunology

The Bettina Garthwaite Lwerre Fellowship in Mycobacterial Research

Helen Wohlberg & Herman Lambert Fellowship in Cancer Biology

Harold S. Nelson, MD, Endowed Allergy Fellowship

Young Family Endowed Fellowship for Pulmonary Diseases

Annual Fellowships

Viola Vestal Coulter Foundation Scholarship

The Eugene F. & Easton M. Crawford Pediatric Research Fellowship

Michael & Eleanor Stobin Pediatric Fellowship

Young Family Fellowship for Pulmonary Diseases

Honorary Fellowships

Arnold & Sheila Aronson Fellowship in Pediatric Pulmonary Medicine

Priscilla Campbell Memorial Award

Vernon Dale Fellowship in Pediatrics

Melvin Garb Endowed Fellowship in Basic Immunology

Andrew Goodman Fellowship in Medicine

Andrew Goodman Fellowship in Pediatrics

Great West Life Assurance Fellowship

Fred O. Lawson Jr. Fellowship in Clinical Immunology

James F. Murray Pediatric Fellowship
Private and Philanthropic Funds & Labs

Lee & Katherine N. Abraham Fund for AIDS and Immunologic Research
1992 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

Anna Perahia Adatto Clinical Research Center
Leah & Hans Kayem

Roy E. Alderson Immunology Laboratories
Louise & Richard Alderson

Angel Family Fund for Pediatric Asthma Research
Carole & Albert D. Angel

Annual Conference on Excellence in Research
Abraham J. Kauvar, MD, & Jean Kauvar

Maurice Austin Research Fund
Friends of Maurice Austin

William and Gloria Bayzerman Fund
Established by the Estate of William & Gloria Bayzerman

Bernard Bear Memorial Fund for Pediatric Research
Mrs. Rhoda Bear

Ruth R. Berkley Endowed Research Fund for COPD
Estate of Ruth Berkley

Miriam C. Bernstein Fund for the Study of Immunology & Vasculitis
M. Sheldon Bernstein, Family & Friends

Molly Blank Fund for the Care of Children in Need
Molly Blank

Molly Blank Pediatric Care Fund
Molly Blank Fund, The Arthur M. Blank Family Foundation

The Leonard & Enid Boxer Fund for Pediatric Allergy Research
1993 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

F. L. Bryant Jr. Research Laboratory for the Study of the Mechanisms of Lung Disease
1983 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Paul R. & Kathy Herdt Charron Fund for Pediatric Asthma and Vocal Cord Dysfunction
1996 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

Marke G. Chatman Fund for Sarcoidosis Research
Chatman Family & Friends

Jerome A. & Simona Chazen Fund for Lupus & Autoimmune Disease Research
1990 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

The Ric Clark Fund for Cutting-Edge Pilot Studies and Bridge Research
2014 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

The Martin and Michele Cohen Fund for Personalized Medicine
2007 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Max & Sara Cowan Endowment
Estate of Max Cowan

Grace Craft Memorial Fund
Dr. Arnold Craft

Freddy Cunha Children’s Research Fund
Jeanne & Fred Cunha & Friends

Robert W. Davis Memorial Fund for Pediatric Asthma Research
2000 Tulsa Dinner

Edith & Edward Delman Fund for Pediatric Asthma Research
Edith & Edward Delman

Anthony J. DeLuca Memorial Fund for Lung Cancer Research
1995 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Patricia Colbert Donovan Memorial Fund for ILD Research
Family & Friends

Drescher Fund for AIDS Research
Irene & Jared Drescher

Morey S. Duman Fund for Asthma Research
Shirley M. Duman

The Esther Baird Dunlap Laboratory for Research in Immune Deficiency
Esther B. Dunlap

David L. & Judith S. Dworkin Fund for Research & Treatment
1987 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner for Immune System Diseases

The Sydney & Sylvia Engel Research Fund for Immune Deficiency Disorders
Sylvia & Sydney Engel, Family & Friends

Ruth Deering Ewart Asthma Research Fund
Betty & John E. Ewart

The Dorothy Fabricant Research Fund
Estate of Paul Fabricant

The Sandi and Andrew Farkas Research Fund for Cancer Immunology
2002 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Fashion Industries Fund for Respiratory and Immune System Diseases Research
1991 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

Carl & Hazel Felt Laboratory for Asthma Research
Hazel & Carl Felt

The Thomas M. and Deban D. Flexner Research Fund in Pediatric Asthma and Lung Inflammation
1998 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

The Michael D. and Elizabeth M. Fraizer Fund for Research in Cystic Fibrosis
1996 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Harriet Freed Fund for Lupus Research
Daniel Freed, Family & Friends

Isadore & Anne Freeman Fund for Pulmonary Research
Isadore Freeman

The Dr. Gerald J. and Dorothy R. Friedman Endowed Research Fund
The Gerald J. & Dorothy R. Friedman Foundation for Medical Research
The Fund to Cure Asthma  
Nancy & James Berry Hill, Marjorie & Stephen Raphael

Dollie & Jack Galter Pediatric Research Laboratories  
Dollie Galter Patrons: Philip Rootberg & Co. Hotel Employees and Restaurant Employees International Union

Melvin Garb Foundation Endowed Fellowship for Basic Immunology  
Melvin Garb Foundation

Jennie R. Gauger Memorial Fund  
Estate of Paul W. Gauger

Barry Ginsberg Memorial Fund  
Family & Friends

The Fannie Gluck and Katy Bodansky Endowment Fund to Support Indigent Care  
Estate of Samuel Gluck

The Beth and Jim Gold Fund for Pediatric Allergies  
2007 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

Murray & Charlotte Goldberg Fund  
Charlotte & Murray Goldberg

Jacob I. Goldstein Fund  
Estate of Jacob I. Goldstein

The Willie Mae and Alexander Goldstein Sr. Endowed Fund for Pediatric Programs  
Alexander Goldstein Sr. & Willie Mae Goldstein Foundation

Andrew Goodman Memorial Fund  
1993 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

Nena Goodman Memorial Fund for the Clinical Research Center  
1998 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

Paula Gordon Research Fund for Anaphylactic Shock  
Joan J. Gordon & Edward S. Gordon

J. Peter Grace Fund for Immunologic & Respiratory Disease Research  
J. Peter Grace

Julian S. Greenspun Fund to Cure Cancer  
Beverly Greenspun & Family

The Janet Grove Fund for Lung Disease & Lung Cancer  
2000 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

Joan L. Hafey Memorial Fund for Pulmonary Fibrosis Research  
Mark Stroock

George W. Hansen Research Fund  
Robert J. Cruikshank & Friends in Houston, Texas

Hasbro Children’s Foundation Program in Pediatric Asthma  
Hasbro Children’s Foundation

William Randolph Hearst Research Endowment for the National Research Center for Environmental Lung Disease  
William Randolph Hearst Foundation

Holiday Memorial Fund for Lung Cancer Research  
2011 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

The Elva and Lewis Humphreys and Sally Leonard Endowed Fund for Indigent Patients in Kansas and Texas  
Mr. & Mrs. Lewis H. Humphreys

Robert and Anne Ivanhoe Fund for the Research and Care of Rheumatoid Arthritis and Immune-Related Diseases  
2012 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

The Cathy and Gary Jacob Fund for the Research and Care of Patients with Autoimmune Diseases  
2016 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Aron H. and Irma B. Jacobson Fund for Children with Asthma  

Anthony M. & Lena M. Javancie Trust for Asthma and Emphysema Research  
Billie Javancie

Leonard Kaplan Fund  
Edith Kaplan

Samuel & Alma Kates Emphysema Research Fund  
Lore Kates

Dr. Abraham J. Kauvar, MD, Presidential Award  
Abraham J. Kauvar, MD, & Jean Kauvar

Herman F. Kerner Immunology Research Fund  
Herman F. Kerner

Boris & Jacqueline Kliot Fund for Pediatric Pulmonary Research  
1990 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

The John R. and Karen K. Klopp Fund for Childhood Asthma and Environmental Research  
2005 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

The Doris M. Knauff Memorial Fund for ILD Research  
Mr. J. William Knauff III

The Fraeda and Bill Kopman Fund for COPD Programs  
William H. & Fraeda Kopman

The Lana Cain Krauter and Philip J. Krauter Fund for Basic and Cancer Research  
2001 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

James D. & Marjorie Kuhn Fund for the Childhood Asthma Management Program at National Jewish Health  
1994 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

The Dr. Albert J. Kukral Memorial Fund for Respiratory Infections  
2004 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Lapporte Crystallography Imaging Center  
Allen Lapporte

Evelyn and Leonard Lauder Fund  
The Lauder Foundation

Joshua Lehman Asthma Research Fund  
Ilona V. Katonah, Family & Friends

Richard & Emmy Lou Levin Research Fund for Immune System Diseases  
Emmy Lou & Richard Levin

J. Leonard and Myra Levy Family Fund  
Mrs. Myra Levy & Family

Liberty Electric Fund for Asthma Research  
Mr. & Mrs. Harvey Ball, Mr. & Mrs. Robert Frank
William R. & Nora H. Lichtenberg Pediatric Asthma Fund
Linda Lichtenberg Kaplan & The Lichtenberg Foundation

Lord & Taylor Laboratory for Research in Lung Biochemistry
1981 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

Sidney M. Louis Memorial Fund
S. M. Louis Fund, Inc.

Steve Love Fund for Asthma Research
Homestead Elementary School

Lung Cancer Research
Anonymous

The Matthew and Andrea Lustig Family Fund for the Advancement of Precision Medicine
2015 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

The Harold and Reba Martin Fund for Respiratory Research
Harold & Reba Martin

The Arthur C. and Elizabeth R. Martinez Fund for Childhood Asthma
1994 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

Michele Sharney Marvins Fund for Pediatric Indigent Care
Mrs. Alex Goldstein Sr.

Esther Mathias Fund for Treatment and Research in Medicine, Nursing and Psychology
Rudolf E. S. Mathias & Camille Mathias

William C. McCaill Jr. Fund for Research in Lung Diseases
1989 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Jonathan L. and Wendy S. Mechanic Fund for Lung Cancer and COPD Research and Treatment Programs
2009 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

The Dorris Marcus Mendelsohn Endowment Fund
Estate of Dorris Marcus Mendelsohn

The Robert L. and Susan T. Mettler Fund for Clinical Research in Childhood Asthma
1999 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

Milken Family Program in Children’s Pulmonary Diseases
Milken Family Medical Foundation

The Robert C. Miller Endowed Fund in Occupational and Environmental Medicine
Janet Schaumburg

Arthur J. Mirante II Fund for Immunological Research
1990 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

The Morgridge Academy Fund
Sunshine Chapter of National Jewish Health

William J. & Ruth Morrison Research Fund
Ruth & William J. Morrison

Abraham Moskowitz Laboratory for Asthma Research
Neva & Marvin Moskowitz

Bruce E. and Wendy F. Mosler Fund for Treatment and Research of Pediatric and Adult Asthma
2010 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Joseph & Gail Moss Asthma Research Fund
Gail & Joseph Moss

Theodore and Maxine Murnick Family Endowed Fund for Pediatric Asthma Research
Theodore & Maxine Murnick

Ira & Jacqueline Neimark Laboratory Clinical Pharmacology in Pediatrics
1985 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

Lee S. and Joyce L. Neibart Fund for Pediatric and Adult Immunology and Rheumatology
2008 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Dolores and Walter Neustadt Jr. Pediatric Asthma Research Fund
Wal-Dot Foundation

New Mexico Fund for Indigent Care
Annual Albuquerque Dinner Donors

Carol D. Nichols Research Laboratories in Immunodeficiency Diseases
1985 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

The Arnold & Regina Orlick Fund for Pediatric Immunodeficiencies
1997 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

The Maurice J. Oringer Fund for Immunologic Research
Estate of Maurice J. Oringer

Morris Perlmutter Fund for Research in Immunology
Sunya P. Kronstadt, Family and Friends

Mary Pickford Fund for Emphysema Research
Mary Pickford Foundation

Bernard Polonsky Fund for Capital Equipment
Bernard Polonsky

The Gene & Ruth Posner Foundation’s Center for Pulmonary Rehabilitation
The Gene & Ruth Posner Foundation

Nathan and Rose B. Posner Research Fund for Emphysema and COPD
Nathan & Rose B. Posner

The Wayne Pralle Memorial Fund for Emphysema and Other Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Diseases (COPD)
2003 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Mitchel & Florence Kutner Rambar Memorial Fund
Ann R. & Edgar Clark

Rhode Island Fund for LUNG LINE
Rhode Island Friends

Rhode Island Fund for Pediatric Asthma Research
2006 Humanitarian Award Luncheon

Chauncey & Veda H. Ritter Research Program in Arthritis
Mr. & Mrs. Chauncey Ritter

Linnie Belle Roberts Memorial Fund for Research in Asthma
Jack Roberts

Justyn C. Rosen Family Resource Center
Justyn C. Rosen

The Eleanor T. and Samuel J. Rosenfeld Endowed Fund for Asthma Research
The Samuel J. & Eleanor T. Rosenfeld Family Foundation

Louis and Freda Rubenstein Endowment Fund for Indigent Care
Mrs. Louis Rubenstein
Barbara & LeRoy Rubin Fund for Asthma Research
Barbara & LeRoy Rubin

Dr. Nancy Lynne Ruby Fund for Asthma Research
Mrs. Robert N. Ruby

M. Ronald & Myrna Ruskin Clinical Immunology Diagnostic Laboratory
1984 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

The Richard B. and Bette A. Saltzman Fund for Food and Other Allergies
1999 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Thomas J. and Laurie Saylak Fund for Underprivileged and Chronically Ill Children
2006 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Howard Evan Schlessel Foundation Fund
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Schlessel

The Schuble Family Foundation Fund for ILD Research
Joseph R. Schuble Sr.

Andrew Grayson Schultz & Thomas Britton Schultz Memorial Fund for Research in Disorders of the Immune System in Children
1989 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

Shapiro Family Fund for the Autoimmune Lung Center at National Jewish Health
Leslie & Lenny Shapiro

The Shirley Lee Sherr Fund for Research for Respiratory Diseases
Estate of Belle Sherr

The Joanne Siegel Memorial Fund for the Advancement of Pediatric Care
Lila Siegel, Family & Friends, & Dana Bischoff Noonan

The Stephen B. & Wendy Siegel Fund for Pediatric Asthma & Allergy Research
1992 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

The Wendy Siegel Fund for Leukemia and Cancer Research
2013 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Ilse Silten Memorial Fund for Research in Immunology
R. G. Silten

The Klara and Larry Silverstein Fund for Pediatric Asthma and Allergy Research and Treatment
2013 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Amy Simkowitz-Rogers Fund
Sara Simkowitz, Thomas Rogers, & Lucy & Isidore Simkowitz

The Roselyn Simon Memorial Fund for Asthmatic Children
Brian Simon, Randy Simon, Robert Simon, MD, Gary Steiner & Rabbi Baruch Cohon

Samuel W. Spain Endowment for Excellence in Graduate Education
Mrs. Goldye M. Spain

Steven Spinola Fund for Infectious Diseases
1988 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Conrad D. Stephenson Laboratory for Research in Immunology
1981 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Leonard and Shirley Sterling Research Fund
Leonard & Shirley Sterling

Michael & Eleanore Stobin Laboratory for Pediatric Research
Eleanore & Michael Stobin

Burton M. & Rita Tansky Fund for Research on the Influences of Viruses on the Immune System
1988 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

The Owen D. and Jennifer B. Thomas Research Fund for Immunology
2000 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Tinkel-Wolfson Research Fund in Basic Immunology
Dr. & Mrs. Alexander Tinkel

The Ralph Tornberg Endowed Asthma Research Fund
Barbara Tornberg, Family & Friends

The Ronald Townsend Fund for Morgridge Academy
Ronald Townsend

Marsha & Kenneth L. Tucker Library Fund
Marsha & Kenneth L. Tucker

The Hal J. and Shari Upbin Fund for Immunology Research
2001 Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

Van Pelt Foundation Research Fund
Directors of the Van Pelt Foundation

The Mark A. and Lisa J. Walsh Fund for Immunology and Allergy Research
2001 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Mary Nan West Memorial Fund
2001 San Antonio Dinner

Thomas D. Welch Memorial Fund for Antioxidant Research in Lung and Immune Diseases
1997 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Samuel L. Westerman Immunology Research Fund
Trustees of the Samuel L. Westerman Fund

Medora White Research Fund
Family & Friends in Dallas, Texas

The Helen Wohlberg & Herman Lambert Laboratory for Pharmacokinetics Research
Helen Lambert

Melvin & Elaine Wolf Pediatric Fund
Melvin & Elaine Wolf Foundation

Sidney A. Wolff Patient Education Program
Joseph C. & Clare F. Goodman Memorial Foundation

Wu & Ng Families Fund for Rehabilitation
Chin Hon & Pik Lin Wu

Allan & Joyce Zidell Tuberculosis Research Laboratory
Joyce & Allan Zidell

Ina Zipper Memorial Fund for Immunological Research
Family & Friends

The Natalie V. Zucker Research Center for Women Scientists – An Endowed Fund to Support Women Doctors and Researchers
Dr. Natalie V. Zucker

Zuckerman Family/Canyon Ranch Structural Biology/ Crystallography Lab
Mel Zuckerman & Family, & Canyon Ranch
Over the course of my career, I’ve been passionate about research that benefits children.

- Pamela Zeitlin, MD, PhD
  Chair of Pediatrics

Pamela Zeitlin, MD, PhD, Takes Reins as Chair of Pediatrics

Nationally renowned pediatric pulmonologist Pamela Zeitlin, MD, PhD, joined National Jewish Health in December 2016 as the chair of the Silverstein Family Department of Pediatrics. She has assumed leadership of the program from pediatric immunologist Erwin Gelfand, MD, who led the department for 29 years and continues to see patients and conduct research.

Dr. Zeitlin received her medical degree and doctorate in cell biology from Yale University. She completed her residency in pediatrics and fellowship in pediatric pulmonology at Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, where she subsequently served on the faculty for 28 years before coming to National Jewish Health. During her tenure at Johns Hopkins, she built and oversaw many successful pediatric pulmonary, research and faculty education programs. She served as professor of pediatrics and deputy director for the Institute for Clinical and Translational Research. She was also director of the Eudowood Division of Pediatric Respiratory Sciences and co-director of the Pediatric Cystic Fibrosis Clinical Center.

As chair of the Department of Pediatrics, Dr. Zeitlin oversees the pediatric clinical and research programs at National Jewish Health. In addition to maintaining and building on existing programs, Dr. Zeitlin has begun work with colleagues at National Jewish Health and Saint Joseph Hospital on new programs for pediatric patients who struggle with breathing, swallowing or related gastrointestinal problems, in addition to respiratory conditions.

“Over the course of my career, I’ve been passionate about research that benefits children. I’m excited to be joining an organization, and a group of phenomenal physicians and researchers, who share that same passion,” said Dr. Zeitlin. “I look forward to working within the community to expand the reach of National Jewish Health for Kids in helping those suffering from chronic lung diseases.”
Research and Educational Support

The following corporations, foundations, organizations and individuals provided research grants, contract and educational support for a variety of investigators and laboratories at National Jewish Health.

2040 Partners for Health
Actelion Clinical Research Inc.
Aelus Sciences Inc.
Aeris
Afferent Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Aimmune Therapeutics, Inc.
Allaire Therapeutics LLC
Alpha-1 Foundation Inc.
American Heart Association
American Lung Association
Astellas Scientific and Medical Affairs
AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP
Bayer HealthCare Pharmaceuticals Inc.
Benaroya Research Institute
Boehringer Ingelheim Pharmaceuticals Inc.
Boettcher Foundation
Boston Children's Hospital
Brigham & Women's Hospital
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company
Cancer League of Colorado Inc.
Center for the Advancement of Science
Chiesi Farmaceutici S.p.A.
Children's Hospital of Philadelphia
Circassia
Colorado Department of Public Health & Environment
The Colorado Health Foundation
COPD Foundation Inc.
Corbus Pharmaceuticals Inc.
CSL Behring LLC
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation Therapeutics
DBV Technologies S.A.
Denver Health & Hospital Authority
EIDIA Co., Ltd.
Eli Lilly and Company
Endpoint Outcomes
EpiSys Research Inc.
Fibrogen, Inc.
FiteBac SkinCare, LLC
Flight Attendant Medical Research Institute
Food Allergy Research & Education
Foundation for the National Institutes of Health
Foundation for Sarcoidosis Research
Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
Genentech Inc.
GeNO LLC
Gilead Sciences Inc.
GlaxoSmithKline Research & Development LTD
Global Blood Therapeutics, Inc.
Grifols
Harrington Discovery Institute
Healthy Lesters, Inc.
F. Hoffman-La Roche Inc.
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai
Indiana University
InterMune Inc.
Janssen Research and Development
Johns Hopkins University
Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation International
Kaiser Permanente
La Jolla Institute for Allergy and Immunology
Mapi USA, Inc.
March of Dimes
MatRix Therapeutics, Inc.
MEDA Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
MedImmune Inc.
Merck & Co., Inc.
Monsanto Company
MultClonal Therapeutics, Inc.
N30 Pharmaceuticals LLC
National Eczema Association
National Emphysema Foundation
National Institutes of Health
National Sleep Foundation
Nivalis Therapeutics, Inc.
Northwestern University
Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corp.
Oak Ridge Associated Universities
Occupational Safety & Health Administration
Oregon Health & Science University
William and Ella Owens Medical Research Foundation
Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute
Pearl Therapeutics, Inc.
Pennsylvania State Hershey Medical Center
Pennsylvania State University
Pfizer Inc.
Philips Respironics Inc.
PneumRx, Inc.
Promedior, Inc.
ProMetic BioTherapeutics, Inc.
ProQR Therapeutics
Pulmonary Fibrosis Foundation
Questcor Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Radiological Society of North America
Reata Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Regeneron Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
ResMed Corp.
RTI International
Samsung Medical Center
Sanofi-Aventis US Inc.
Scleroderma Research Consultants
Seattle Children's Hospital
Mr. & Mrs. Forrest A. Shook
Siemens Medical Solutions USA Inc.
Sigma-Tau Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
SmartPractice
State of Colorado
Teva Pharmaceutical Industries
Theorem Clinical Research, Inc.
United Therapeutics Corporation
University of Alabama
University of Arizona
University of California, San Francisco
University of Colorado
University of Illinois
University of Miami
University of Michigan
University of Nebraska Medical Center
University of North Carolina
University of Nottingham
University of Pittsburgh
University of Utah
U.S. Department of Defense
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
U.S. Health Resources & Services Administration
VA Eastern Colorado Health Care System
Vanderbilt University
Vertex Pharmaceuticals
WaferGen Bio-systems, Inc.
Weill Cornell Medical College
Yale University
National Jewish Health Events

Across the country in fiscal year 2017, people came together to celebrate National Jewish Health, its mission and its supporters.

CALIFORNIA

Los Angeles Breath of Life Golf Classic

Co-Chairs
Anthony Behrstock, Commonwealth Land Title
David Sonnenblick, Sonnenblick-Eichner

Event Committee
James Abbee, Goldman Sachs
Bruce Beck, DB&R Marketing Communications, Inc.
Zach Brandler, Teles Properties
Mark Burg, Primary Wave Entertainment
Jonathan Canter, J.P. Morgan Securities
James Carlin, Holthouse Carlin & Van Trigt LLP
Charles Eberly, The Eberly Company
Ronald Friedman, Marcum LLP
Alan Goldsmith, Manufacturers Bank
Carrie Jenkins, Crestmark
Fred Lionetti, Business Broker and Consultant
Ted Lux, Preferred Ventures Corp.
Deborah Medway, Commonwealth Land Title
Todd Sherman, First Pacific Financial
Christina Stockton, Commonwealth Land Title

Los Angeles Professional Services Black & White Ball

Honorees
Gail Bernstein, PNC Business Credit
Noel Ryan, Houlihan Lokey

Dinner Co-Chairs
Robert Ezra, Freeman, Freeman & Smiley LLP
Ronald Friedman, Marcum LLP
Robert K. Lewin, CIT Commercial Services
Debbie Steinberg

Honoree Co-Chairs
Vicky L. Balmot
William Kosis, PNC Business Credit
Scott Dunfrund, Houlihan Lokey

Honoree Committee
George Blanco, EMA Group
Jason Brown, Victory Park Capital
Anthony Callobre, Buchalter Nemer
Kevin Cross, Cerberus California, LLC
Gilbert Dalmau, Umpqua Bank
James Davidson, Avant Advisory
Scott Monson, California Bank & Trust
Andrea Petro, Wells Fargo
Margaret Shanley, Cohr Reznick
G. Thomas Stromberg, Jenner & Block LLP
Albert Sun, East West Bank
Matthew Van Steenhuyse, Bank of America
Merrill Lynch

COLORADO

5280 AIR Society™ Party at Altitude

5280 AIR Society Founders
Angela & Daniel Feiner

Event Chairs
Ross Chotin
Brian Parks

Bella Sera Aspen

Honorees
Elaine & Marvin Rosenberg
Bob Sharpe

Co-Chairs
Elaine & Harris Cahn
Lauren Rosen & David Chazen
Barbara & Aaron Fleck
Golda & Shelly Friedstein
Louise & David Gitlitz
Kristen & Marc Holtzman
Clare Event-Shane & Steven Shane

Hoops & Hoopla

Coach Committee
Brandon Bergholz, Mortenson Construction Company
Patrick Fairfield, UMB
Peter Fox, Trautman & Shreve
Craig Gallogly, CED
Bill Gregor, Mortenson Construction Company
Katherine M. Hartzler, Jet Linx Denver
Jerry Laflen, BKD, LLP
Jason Lewis, CRC Wholesale Group, Denver
Tom Tarver, Greiner Electric
Kris Wintrob, Greiner Electric

National Jewish Health Night & Day Golf Classic

Chair
Marc Steron, Shanahan’s

Committee
Stanton Dodge, Dish Network
David Engleberg, Paragon Investment
Marc Paolicelli, RK Mechanical
Laszlo Pook, National Jewish Health
Dan Raap, Simplex Grinell, LP
Eddie Robinson, Robinson Management
Meyer Saltzman, RubinBrown, LP
Gregg Stone, Kuni Lexus of Greenwood Village
Aaron Wielchhaus, Turner Construction Company

FLORIDA

New Directions for Women

Luncheon Chair
Carole Vollman Mahler

Luncheon Co-Chairs
Sandra Bresnick
Judith Haas

Founding Chair
Lila Siegel

Luncheon Committee
Diane Cutler
Janie Cutler
Diane Feen
Kathy Fryburg
Barbara Gaynor
Carole Goldstein
Susan W. Goldstein
Michelle Griepner
Suzan Leventhal
Myrna Lippman
Jane Mandell
Laura Raybin Miller
Linda Myrick
Myrna Norwitz
Martine Pierre-Paul
Helen Pincus
Arleen Roberts
Micki Schner
Sheila Stern
Shirley Stern
Lisa Tomares
Janet Verdiglione
Elaine Weinberg
Alane Youngetob

Los Angeles Professional Services Black & White Ball Honorees Gail Bernstein, PNC Business Credit, and Noel Ryan, Houlihan Lokey, at the event on June 3, 2017.
Financial Industries Dinner Chair Daniel Cott (left) presents Honoree Barry L. Bobrow with the National Jewish Health Humanitarian Award in New York City on March 16, 2017.

GEORGIA
Peter J. Mallen Memorial Atlanta Golf Outing
Hosts
Bernie Marcus
Bob Paller

NEW MEXICO
New Mexico Spirit of Achievement Awards Dinner
Honorees
Carole & Harold B. Albert
Pat Vincent-Collawn
Co-Chairs
Drew Dolan, Titan Development
Robert Feinberg, Colliers | International
Treasurer
Jim Rogers Jr., Sunland Development
Committee
Adelmo Archuleta, Molzen-Corbin & Associates
David Buchholtz, Rodey Law Firm
Dale Dekker, Dekker/Perich/Sabatini
Christine & Joe DiGregorio
Joanne Fine
Harris Hartz
Sherman McCorkle, Sandia Science & Technology Park
Michael Stanford, Payday, Inc.
JoLou Trujillo-Ottino, HALO Branded Solutions
Marla Wood, O2 CPA Consulting Group

NEW YORK
21st Anniversary Golf Tournament for the Fund to Cure Asthma
Honorees and Fund to Cure Asthma Founders
Nancy & James Berry Hill
Marjorie & Stephen Raphael
Tournament Co-Chairs
Robert E. Helpern, Tannenbaum Helpern Syracuse & Hirschtritt LLP
Stephen B. Siegel, CBRE, Inc.
Chair Emeritus
Samuel Lewis, SBL Property Consultants LLC

Financial Industries Dinner
Honoree
Barry L. Bobrow, Wells Fargo Capital Finance
Dinner Chair
Daniel Cott, Wells Fargo Capital Finance
Honorary Chair
Albert Spada, Santander Bank, N.A.
Dinner Treasurer
Dorothy M. Killeen, Wells Fargo Capital Finance
Induction of Trustee
Jeffrey J. McLane, Bank of America Merrill Lynch

25th Annual New York AIR Society The Sky's the Limit Benefit
Honoree
Jonathan K. Yormak, East End Capital
Co-Chairs
Jennifer L. Widay, Kaback Enterprises, Inc.
Kyle J. Widay, Kaback Enterprises, Inc.
Chairs Emeriti and Founding Members
Kathy A. Chazen, National Financial Networks LLC
Roger A. Silverstein, Silverstein Properties, Inc.

Leadership Committee
Marisa Bass
Joel Cohen, Silverstein Properties, Inc.
Michael Diamond, Benhar Office Interiors
Margery Docking, sweetriot, inc.
Jennifer Dwork, JP Morgan
Ashley C. Earnest
Gregg Farber, DLJ Real Estate Capital Partners
Michael Gavin, Standard & Poor's
Brian E. Ginsberg, Duff & Phelps, LLC
Mitch Karasik, EN-POWER GROUP
Kelly Klarich, East End Capital
Brett Longo, Cushman & Wakefield
Justin E. Magazine, Savills-Studley
Alex B. Rabin, RWN Real Estate Partners LLC
Janeen K. Saltman, JKS Events, Inc.
Haley Schluter, L'Oreal USA
Cassandra L. Siegel
Jared A. Siegel, Squire Investment LLC
Carly Soffer, Kent Services

TENANT
San Antonio Humanitarian Award Luncheon
Honorees
Rabbi Samuel & Lynn Stahl
Honorary Chairs
Louise & Michael Beldon
Host Committee
Terry & Russell Davis
Toni & Richard Goldsmith
Rosemary Kowalski
Edith McAllister
Jenn & James Rosenblatt
Richard T. Schlosberg III
Rene & Marty Wender
Dr. Dale & Mertie Wood

WASHINGTON, DC
Capital Area Breath of Life Golf Classic
Co-Chairs
Robert M. Keats
Marc Wertheimer, Selzer Gurvitch Rabin Wertheimer & Polott, P.C.
Committee
Neal M. Charkatz, Goodman-Gable-Gould/Adjusters International
Michael S. Cornfeld, Heritage Investors
Paul E. Danziger, Freedom Financial Advisors of Maryland
Warren Davis, Eversheds Sutherland (US) LLP
Mark S. Goldstein, Paley Rothman
Solvin W. Gordon, Gordon Insurance
Benjamin Hofheimer
Dr. Robert D. Keehn, OrthoMaryland
Robert L. Koenig, Strosniders Hardware
Dale Keats Lipnick
Franklin Paulson, Borger Management
Michael B. Scheffres, Scheffres Laundry Service
Dale D. Schuble, Schuble Family Foundation
Andrew B. Seested, BNY Mellon Wealth Management
Gary Silversmith
Beaux Arts Ball

More than 1,200 guests came together Saturday, Feb. 25, 2017, for the 20th Anniversary Beaux Arts Freedom Ball. The annual black-tie event raised $2.2 million for National Jewish Health, including $700,000 to support care and research for those suffering with food allergies. This year featured the transformation of Wings Over the Rockies Air and Space Museum into the streets of 1770s America, inspired by “Hamilton: An American Musical.”

Grand Marshal Honorees
Debbie & Michael Feiner
Cathey & Richard Finlon
Mary Lou Blackledge Kortz & Donald Kortz
Julie & Brent Morse

Honorary Chair
A. Barry Hirschfeld

Lorber Award Recipients
Carrie & John Morgridge

Executive Committee
Libby Anschutz & Jeff Allen
Sue & John Bolger
Sunny & Norman Brownstein
Brad Busse
Robin & Steven Chotin
Jennifer Crick & Justin Cooper
Faye & Steve Demby
Lindsey & Stanton Dodge
Janie & David Eves
Alissa & Will Frankfurt
Arlene & A.B. Barry Hirschfeld
Kristen & Marc Holtzman
Rebecca & Lewis Kling
Carrie & John Morgridge
Shereen & Michael Pollak
Kristin & Blair Richardson
Shelly & Richard Sapkin
Linda & Rich Schierburg
Susan Juroe Schonbrun & Michael Schonbrun
Debbie & Don Silversmith
Kelly & Marc Steron

Leadership Committee
Robin & Cole Finegan
Laszlo Pook
Susan & Eddie Robinson
Maja & Mark Rosenquist
Geri & Meyer Saltzman
Ellen Stewart & Donald Vancil
Sarah Walker

Presenting Sponsor
Morgridge Family Foundation

Hamilton Sponsors
Sage Hospitality
Christie & Walter Isenberg

Gold Sponsors
The Anschutz Foundation
Anne & Rich Baer
Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck
The Chotin Foundation
Robin & Steven Chotin & Family
Elizabeth & Steven Kris
Clear the Air Foundation
Feiner Family Foundation
Debbie & Michael Feiner and Family
Hyde Park Jewelers
MDC Foundation
David & Laura Merage Foundation
Morse Family Foundation
Julie & Brent Morse
Blair & Kristin Richardson Foundation
Teva Pharmaceuticals

The Beaux Arts Freedom Ball on Feb. 25 transformed Wings Over the Rockies Air and Space Museum in Denver into the streets of 1770s America, inspired by “Hamilton: An American Musical.”

From left, Arthur B. Lorber Award recipients John and Carrie Morgridge; Beaux Arts Ball Grand Marshals Michael and Debbie Feiner; and Donald Kortz and Mary Lou Blackledge Kortz; National Jewish Health President and CEO Michael Salem, MD; Grand Marshals Cathey and Richard Finlon; and Julie and Brent Morse; and Arlene Hirschfeld and Honorary Chair Barry Hirschfeld.
A Winter’s Evening

New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner Dance

The 47th Annual Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner Dance honored Gary Jacob of Glenwood Management Corporation on Dec. 10, 2016, at the Grand Hyatt New York. Attendees raised $2.2 million at the event to further the National Jewish Health mission and support The Cathy and Gary Jacob Fund for the Research and Care of Patients with Autoimmune Diseases.

Honoree
Gary Jacob, Glenwood Management, Corp.

Dinner Chairs
Dennis Herman
Robert Ivanhoe, Greenberg Traurig, LLP
Stephen B. Siegel, CBRE

Executive Chair
Wendy M. Siegel

Vice Chairs
Leonard Boxer, Strook & Strook & Lavan, LLP
Martin L. Cohen, Cohen & Steers, Inc.
Ric Clark, Brookfield
Joseph A. DeLuca, Joseph A. DeLuca, Inc.
James D. Kuhn, Newmark Grubb Knight Frank
Charles Kushner, Kushner Companies
Matthew J. Lustig, Lazard
Jonathan L. Mechanic, Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson, LLP
Bruce Mosler, Cushman & Wakefield
Lee S. Neibart, Ares Management LLC
Larry A. Silverstein, Silverstein Properties, Inc.
Roger A. Silverstein, Silverstein Properties, Inc.

Honorees Circle
Feil Family Foundation
Cathy and Gary Jacob
The Litwin Foundation
The Murnick Family
The Silverstein Family

Founders
ARES Management
Brookfield
Capital One Bank
CBRE
Martin L. & Michele Cohen
Commonwealth Land Title Insurance Co.
Crown Acquisitions
Cushman & Wakefield
Fidelity National Title Insurance Company
Greenberg Traurig, LLP
Jones Lang LaSalle
The Kuhn Family
Kushner Companies
M & T Bank
Newmark Grubb Knight Frank
Northwood Investors LLC
Wendy & Stephen B. Siegel
SL Green Realty Corp.
Lisa & Mark Walsh

Benefactors
5 Penn Plaza LLC
The Charaton/Holm Family Foundation
Chicago Title Insurance Co.
Milton Cooper
Eastern Consolidated
Emmes Group of Companies
Fetner Properties
Firequench Inc.
Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson LLP
Linda and Dennis Herman
The Holliday Foundation
Kramer Levin Naftalis & Frankel LLP
Mack Real Estate Group

Meridian Capital Group
MHP Real Estate Services
Glenn J. Rufrano
Savills Studley
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom, LLP
Stawski Partners
Wells Fargo Bank

Patrons
Ashner Family Evergreen Foundation
The Brodsky Organization
Century 21 Department Stores
CIBC Capital Markets
Crescent Heights
Deutsche Bank
The Durnan Group
Eastdil Secured, LLC
Ernst & Young
The Feil Organization
First American Title Insurance Company
First Nationwide Title Agency
FTI Consulting
Jon & Mindy Gray Family Foundation
King & Spalding LLP
Lazard
Normandy Real Estate Partners LLC
Orda Management
Bonnie & Mitchell Rudin Foundation
SJP Properties
Stephen B. Jacobs Group, P.C./ Andi Pepper
Interior Design
Stonehenge Management, LLC
Strook & Strook & Lavan LLP

From left, Dinner Vice Chair Leonard Boxer, Dinner Chair Robert Ivanhoe, Executive Chair Wendy Siegel, National Jewish Health President and CEO Michael Salem, MD, Cathy Jacob, Honoree Gary Jacob, and Vice Chairs Larry A. Silverstein and Jonathan Mechanic.
Chairman’s Award

The Chairman’s Award for Special Achievement is presented by the chair of the Board of Directors to recognize those who have made exceptional contributions to National Jewish Health.

2015
Murray D. Fischer

2013
Anne & Norman K. Jacobson
Neva & Marvin I. Moskowitz

2011
Boettcher Foundation
Adolph Coors Foundation
Kenneth L. Tucker

2010
Molly Blank
H. A. & Mary K. Chapman Charitable Foundation
Mrs. Frances B. Cohen
Brian Greenspun

2008
Edelstein Family Foundation
Mrs. Edith S. McAllister
Milton Schneiderman

2006
Doug & Dale Anderson
Bella Feinstein
Alex Fryburg
Rachel Kodanaz
Taner Kodanaz
Steve G. Schorr

2005
Amy M. Murnick, Jay M. Murnick & Lee S. Murnick (New York AIR Society)
Myra Schaps
Van Pelt Foundation

2004
Grand Aerie Order of Eagles
C.L.C. Kramer Foundation
Armstrong McDonald Foundation
Abraham & Sonia Rochlin Foundation

2003
Carol Aaron
Philip Leitman
Lucille Raphael
Dale & Joseph Schuble
Ralph Tornberg

2002
Daniel Freed
Ira Jacobson
Jeffrey H. Kapor
Samuel Lewis
Robert Paller
Lila Siegel
David Sonnenblick

2001
Joan & Stanford Alexander
Herbert L. Ash, Esq.
Bruce H. Corbin
John Knott
Ambrose Monell Foundation
Vickie & Trygve E. Myhren

2000
Evelyn Best
Paul R. Charron
Sherman McCorkle
Howard Michnick
Milton Morris

1999
Carole & Albert Angel
Marianne Cohn
Roger Gibson
David Liniger
Samuel J. Rosenfeld
Melba Steeg

1998
Maurice Austin
William Gold II
Mike O’Callaghan
Ron Ruskin
Allan Zidell

2007
Erwin W. Gelfand, MD

2014
William Gold II
Philip H. Karsh
Edward A. Robinson

2013
The Hearst Foundations
Dr. Antonio J. L. Simoes

2011
Roger A. Silverstein
Allan Zidell

2010
Rich Baer
Natalie Zucker

2009
Diane & Charles Gallagher Family Foundation

2008
Monfort Family Foundation

2005
Myra Levy
Sherman McCorkle
Drs. Harold & Mary Zirin

2003
Thomas M. Flexner
James D. Kuhn
Milton Morris
Wendy Siegel

2002
Molly Blank

2001
Seryl & Charles Kushner

1997
Joseph J. Carroll
Walter F. Imhoff
Donald W. Hoagland
Wendy Siegel
William D. White Jr.

1996
Leonard Boxer
Larry Buchanan
Kenneth Chirba
Cary Marmis
Henry Zarrow
Jack Zarrow

1995
Joseph Berenbaum, Esq.
Sunya Kronstadt
Michele S. Marvins
New York AIR Society

1994
Robert L. Mettler
Carol D. Nichols
Randy Rutherford

President’s Award

The President’s Award, presented by the president of the institution, pays tribute to business and philanthropic leaders whose support goes far beyond the usual to promote the mission and vision of National Jewish Health.

2017
Erwin W. Gelfand, MD

2014
William Gold II
Philip H. Karsh
Edward A. Robinson

2013
The Hearst Foundations
Dr. Antonio J. L. Simoes

2011
Roger A. Silverstein
Allan Zidell

2010
Rich Baer
Natalie Zucker

2009
Diane & Charles Gallagher Family Foundation

2008
Monfort Family Foundation

2005
Myra Levy
Sherman McCorkle
Drs. Harold & Mary Zirin

2003
Thomas M. Flexner
James D. Kuhn
Milton Morris
Wendy Siegel

2002
Molly Blank

2001
Seryl & Charles Kushner

2000
Louise & Richard Alderson

1999
The Honorable Ben Nighthorse Campbell, U.S. Senator

1998
Norman Brownstein

1996
Alan Landsburg
Lorber Award

The Arthur B. Lorber Award for Distinguished Service, the highest honor at National Jewish Health, recognizes singular achievement in helping to advance medical science. Under Arthur Lorber’s leadership, the Sheltering Home at National Jewish Health grew from an orphanage into the premier treatment and research center for respiratory diseases in the United States.

2017
Carrie & John Morgridge

2012
The Honorable Daniel K. Inouye, U.S. Senator

2010
Michael & Iris Smith

2008
Norman Brownstein, Esq. Wendy Siegel

2004
Herbert L. Ash

2002
The Fund to Cure Asthma
Nancy & James Berry Hill Marjorie & Stephen Raphael

2001
Albert D. Angel

2000
Sunya P. Kronstadt

1999
Robert L. Mettler

1997
Carol D. Nichols

1996
Peter M. Henson

1995
Burton M. Tansky

1994
Larry A. Silverstein

1993
Leonard M. Perlmutter

1991
J. Peter Grace

1990
Philippa Marrack, PhD, & John Kappler, PhD

1989
Conrad D. Stephenson

1988
Cecil Green & Howard V. Rickenberg, PhD

1987
Richard S. Farr, MD

1986
Robert L. Silber & David S. Touff

1985
Arthur Robinson, MD

1984
Dollie & Jack Galter

1983
Richard N. Bluestein

1982
Andrew Goodman

Carrie and John Morgridge Receive Arthur B. Lorber Award

In 2017, National Jewish Health presented Carrie and John Morgridge with the Arthur B. Lorber Award for Distinguished Service, the hospital’s highest honor. The Arthur B. Lorber Award recognizes individuals whose leadership has affected the reputation, service, science or mission of National Jewish Health. The Morgridges’ generosity has left an indelible mark on the National Jewish Health campus.

John and Carrie are longtime supporters of the Beaux Arts Ball, the largest local fundraising event for National Jewish Health. Their Morgridge Family Foundation has been the presenting sponsor of the Beaux Arts Ball since 2010. The Morgridges were honored as Beaux Arts Ball grand marshals in 2011.

The support of Carrie and John Morgridge and the Morgridge Family Foundation has improved both health care and education at National Jewish Health. In appreciation of a significant gift in 2013, National Jewish Health established the Morgridge Educational Campus, which includes the Morgridge Academy for chronically ill children and the Morgridge Fellowship Program.

“I want to thank all of the teachers at Morgridge Academy,” Carrie said. “And I want to thank National Jewish Health, because you are providing access to great health care and never turning anyone away for not being able to pay.”

In addition to their generous contributions to advance the work of National Jewish Health, the Morgridges have affected lives across Denver and the nation. They founded the Student Support Foundation and created mindSpark Learning, a recently established destination in Denver for innovative professional development for educators. The Morgridge Family Foundation has also supported major projects at the University of Denver, Denver Museum of Nature and Science, Mile High United Way, Denver Art Museum and Catholic Charities of Fort Worth.
Legacies of Hope

The Legacies of Hope is a society established to recognize all those supporters who have included National Jewish Health in their estate and financial plans, including a will, charitable gift annuity, trust or insurance policy. These gifts will live on for generations, helping to ensure that National Jewish Health will continue its mission.

The following names are new Legacies of Hope members who added National Jewish Health to their estate plans between July 1, 2016, and June 30, 2017.

ARIZONA
Diane G. Reynolds

CALIFORNIA
Anonymous (4)
Charles P. Gresham
Debaney Lefort

COLORADO
Anonymous (3)
Mona S. Goodwin
Linda Beach Hayes
Jeannette Hatton
B. J. Hoch
Martin & JoAnn Semple
Walter D. & Elsie Stein
Janice & Jim White

FLORIDA
Elaine Chesler Bialor & Bruce Stephen Bialor
Howard A. & Dorothy G. Berger
Gari-Lynne Crayne
Jane W. Cutler
Fred and Sue Diamond
Diane S. Feen
W. Dennis & J. B. Ferriel
Henry & Deanna Katz
Louise B. Scheril
Arthur Schechner
Barbara Tornberg
Sara Sacks Wegad

ILLINOIS
Elisabeth Wilcox Szegho

INDIANA
Anonymous

KANSAS
Hilary Anne Smallwood

MARYLAND
Shelly London

MASSACHUSETTS
Anonymous (2)

MICHIGAN
Anonymous

MINNESOTA
Kilian & Devora L. Molitor

MISSOURI
Jack B. Rosen

NEVADA
Lorenzo Lenox

NEW JERSEY
Anonymous
Elizabeth A. Keat

NEW MEXICO
Eric Hoover & Deborah Gaynor
Gary A. Weisbart

NEW YORK
Anonymous (2)
Joseph J. & Barbara A. Carroll
Beatrice Greenstein
Barry L. Hartglass
William A. & Arlene S. Kaplan
Edward Meckeneck
Marilyn B. Posnick

NORTH CAROLINA
Marjorie Y. Matney

PENNSYLVANIA
Neil I. Pohl
Antonio J. L. Simoes

TEXAS
Anonymous
Joann Greenbaum
Wolfgang & Linda Rindler

UTAH
Edward G. & Ellen G. Thorp

WASHINGTON, DC
Arlene Sidell

WISCONSIN
Lois M. Kaster
Bequests

Those who remember National Jewish Health in their estate plans leave a lasting legacy in support of our programs. During fiscal year 2017, the friends listed below remembered National Jewish Health with bequests that will further our mission.

ARIZONA
Harry J. & Sylvia C. Mayer
Hollowell Family Trust
(Estate of Helen L. Hollowell)
Wanda N. Wright

ARKANSAS
Alvin S. Tilles

CALIFORNIA
Ben Alt
Jeanette Brown
Shirley M. Christensen
Stanley L. Gendler
Astrea Garnet Gorin
Muriel R. McMurtrey
Harry W. Ofshay
Rose Silverman

COLORADO
Richard H. Alderson
M. Frances Bennett
Lillian Bloom
Thomas D. Day
Marie E. Ewing
Julia A. Giles
Arthur Hayutin
Virginia E. Kelly
Kaye L. Kohler
Martha E. Pfeiffer
Florence B. Silberstein
Mary Sisson
John J. Wehman

CONNECTICUT
Stuart S. Bernard

FLORIDA
Milton M. Galperin
Elfriede Grevenick
Mary D. Hodenius
Jules & Evelyn Jacobsen
Eleanor E. Kolpan
Rose B. Tobias
Laurette E. Van Voorhis
Herbert I. Weisz

ILLINOIS
Jeanette Chalet
Harold Heyward
Florence T. Stein
Morris Thikoll

INDIANA
Marian Loeb Kochman

IOWA
Robert B. Wilson

KANSAS
Ethel M. Cheatum

MARYLAND
Marian K. Gordon
Lucille B. Karr

MICHIGAN
Jeanne F. Jacobson

MINNESOTA
Jean C. Ratchye

MISSOURI
Robert B. Kahn

MONTANA
Florence A. Showell

NEBRASKA
Rosalie Cohen

NEVADA
Bernard Greenblatt

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Benjamin Cohen
Gladys A. Cohen
Godfrey F. Klein

NEW JERSEY
Ethel and Alex Kargman
Endowment Fund of the Jewish Federation of Monmouth County
Gerda Petzall
M. Charles Pariser
Larry Stock

NEW MEXICO
Rosina Patterson
Adolph C. Serrano

NEW YORK
Peter J. Cohn
Greta Dobschiner
Nedda Feuerstein
Lillian B. Gross
Eva Kahn
Earle Muroff
Helen R. Oken
Jordan H. Prince
Seymour C. Simonson
Richard C. White

NORTH CAROLINA
Jerome Shain

OHIO
Gertrude Klempner
Lina Weintraub Memorial Fund of the Jewish Community Federation of Cleveland

OKLAHOMA
Dora R. Roberts

PENNSYLVANIA
Fernal R. Marlier

SOUTH DAKOTA
Ken & Lois Borecky Fund
National Jewish Center for Immunology of the South Dakota Foundation

TENNESSEE
Myra Sue Ellis

TEXAS
Charles Eilenberg
Ethel L. Morris
Adolf & Kaethe Wechsler Memorial Fund Bank of America, N.A., Trustee

VIRGINIA
Grace B. Siegel

WASHINGTON
Benjamin W. & Martha L. Wolfgram
Companies Raise Funds and Awareness for National Jewish Health

Keith Herbert was so grateful for the care his father received at National Jewish Health that he created a special “We Breathe Hope” blend of coffee at ink! Coffee, the company he leads in Denver. In addition, Herbert is donating 20 percent of all sales of the blend to Morgridge Academy, the free school for chronically ill children on the National Jewish Health main campus. “My father received outstanding care at National Jewish Health,” said Herbert. “We are proud to give back in this way.”

Herbert’s contribution is one of several collaborations that companies in Denver have forged to support National Jewish Health. Antoine du Chez, Denver’s top salon and spa, and True Food Kitchen are also donating a portion of their sales to National Jewish Health. The collaborations raise both funds and awareness for National Jewish Health. For collaborating businesses, they provide a unique giving opportunity, attract a growing segment of consumers who value corporate social responsibility and strengthen employee pride and dedication.

Denver restaurateur Troy Guard launched the “Eat. Drink. Donate.” campaign at his family of restaurants to raise funds and awareness for Morgridge Academy. To recognize Chef Troy’s generosity, Morgridge Academy students dedicated the school’s garden in his name. The Guard Garden now serves as an outdoor extension of the classroom and provides students and their families with access to fresh produce and hands-on learning about healthy food and growing bodies.

Florida Philanthropist Reaches Million-Dollar Milestone

Louise B. Scheril reached an amazing milestone this year. The 93-year-old Pembroke Pines, Florida, resident surpassed $1 million in total gifts to National Jewish Health. Scheril made her first donation — a $25 gift — to National Jewish Health in the early 1950s. She was inspired to give because a friend and colleague traveled from New York to the Denver-based hospital for treatment for tuberculosis.

“They helped get her life back together,” Scheril recalled. “She was a dear, sweet woman, and she was able to get married and have a family. That kind of moved me.”

Scheril donated as much as $25 off and on for nearly 50 years, then began making larger gifts after her beloved husband, Paul, passed away 11 years ago. This year, Scheril funded her 13th charitable gift annuity for National Jewish Health. Charitable gift annuities provide support to the hospital and fixed payments back to the donor for the rest of his or her life.

“You’re doing such wonderful work,” Scheril said of National Jewish Health. “I had a sweet, wonderful husband who planned very well for me. Everything I’ve given is in loving memory of him.”
**Honor Roll of Philanthropy**

**Lifetime Achievement Societies**

The Frances Wisebart Jacobs Founder’s Society, the Chairman’s Society and the President’s Society pay tribute to the lifetime giving of individuals, foundations and corporations whose steadfast support serves as inspiration to others and whose dedication has helped make National Jewish Health a world-renowned institution.

---

### Frances Wisebart Jacobs Founder’s Society

**$10,000,000+**
- Auxiliaries of National Jewish Health
- Estate of David & Leigh Eddings
- Carrie & John D. Morgridge/Morgridge Family Foundation

### The Chairman’s Society

**$5,000,000-$9,999,999**

- Anonymous
- The Molly Blank Fund of The Arthur M. Blank Family Foundation
- Michele & Martin L. Cohen
- Estate of Milton Morris
- Klara & Larry Silverstein/Silverstein Family Trust
- Iris & Michael S. Smith
- Tuchman Family Foundation

### President’s Society

**$1,000,000-$4,999,999**

- Anonymous
- Anonymous
- Anonymous
- Estate of Joe J. Ballard
- Sally Lease Bartalot
- Estate of Madeline and Girard J. Beno
- Estate of Evelyn Best
- Molly Blank*
- Estate of Anna Marie A. Blum
- Boettcher Foundation
- Garthe Brown and Grace L. Brown Fund II of The Oregon Community Foundation
- H. A. and Mary K. Chapman Charitable Trust
- Children’s Miracle Network
- Frances B. Cohen*
- Adolph Coors Foundation
- Estate of Hazel M. Crismon
- Daniels Fund
- Estate of Dr. Larry A. Dornburg
- Estate of Esther B. Dunlap
- Edelstein Family Foundation
- Estate of Beatrice M. & Miguel G. Elias
- ExxonMobil Foundation
- Estate of Rose Galin/Estate of Michael E. Felsher Trust #2
- Estate of Oscar H. Friedman
- Estate of Joseph H. Fuchs
- Estate of Esther Galinsky
- Diane and Charles Gallagher Family Foundation
- Mr. & Mrs. Jack Galter*/Galter Foundation
- Thomas W. Gamel*
- Estate of Virginia L. Garrison
- Estate of Grace A. George
- Alexander Sr. and Willie Mae Goldstein Family Foundation Inc.
- Nena & Andrew Goodman*
- Grand Aerie, Fraternal Order of Eagles/Max Baer Heart Fund
- Mrs. Barbara Greenspun/Brian Greenspun/Greenspun Family Foundation
- Frederic C.* & Jane M. Hamilton
- Estate of Mildred S. Hansen
- The Hearst Foundations
- Albert & Ethel Herzstein Charitable Foundation
- Estate of Lewis Humphreys
- Estate of Irma B. Jacobson
- Mr. & Mrs. Norman K. Jacobson
- Kaiser Permanente
- Estate of Rose I. Kalman
- Leah Kayem*
- William E. Keller*
- Estate of Veola S. Karr
- Mr. & Mrs. Lewis M. Kling
- Estate of John J. Kohberger
- C.L.C. Kramer Foundation
- Charles and Seryl Kushner Family Foundation
- Estate of Burton H. Ladero
- Estate of Helen Lambert
- Estate of Mary Levy
- Estate of Grace M. Lieberthal
- Lifetime Achievement Societies
- Estate of Dorothy J. Lord
- The Marcus Foundation, Inc.
- Estate of Rudolf E.S. Mathias
- Armstrong McDonald Foundation
- Estate of Selma Merkin
- Estate of Beatrice Mersereau
- Ambrose Monell Foundation
- Monfort Family Foundation
- Estate of Norma W. Moon
- Mr. & Mrs. Marvin I. Moskowitz*/The Moskowitz Family Foundation
- Estate of Mary E. Murdock
- Theodore Z"L & Maxine B. Murnick
- Mr. & Mrs. Lee S. Neibart
- Mr. & Mrs. Lewis C. Pell
- Estate of Rose B. Posner
- Mr. & Mrs. Blair E. Richardson
- Veda H. Ritter*
- Heidi Rochlin/Abraham & Sonia Rochlin Foundation
- Estate of George W. Rose
- Estate of David M. Rosenbaum
- Mr. & Mrs. William E. Rosenthal
- Estate of Lizzi Rothenstreich
- Salon National La Boutique Des Huit Chapeaux et Quarante Femmes
- Louise B. Scheril
- Schramm Foundation
- Silverstein Properties, Inc.
- Dr. Antonio J. L. Simoes
- Estate of Lena Strauss
- Sunshine Chapter
- Maxine A. & Don E. Vestal*
- Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.
- Wollowick Family Foundation
- Estate of William Woolner
- Mary F. Zirin, PhD
- Zucker Family Trust
- Meghan & Evan Zucker

*Deceased
## Multi-Year Commitments

This group of donors demonstrated loyalty and support for our visionary projects by committing to multi-year pledges in 2017, allowing National Jewish Health to fulfill its mission to care, to discover and to educate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount Range</th>
<th>Donors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$500,000-$999,999</td>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. Jared M. Drescher/The Drescher Foundation (MD) \ Anne Smallwood (KS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100,000-$499,999</td>
<td>Marshall &amp; Helene Abrahams \ and Family (CO) \ Ike &amp; Candy Brown (TX) \ Johnny Carson Foundation (CA) \ Charles P. Gresham (CA) \ Jeannette Hatton (CO) \ Eric J. Hoover &amp; Deborah Gaynor (NM) \ Clarence V. LaGuardia Foundation (CO) \ The Lehman Family Charitable Foundation (TX) \ Mr. &amp; Mrs. Edward E. Thorp (UT) \ Gary Weisbart (NM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50,000-$99,999</td>
<td>Sandy &amp; Ron Friedman (CA) \ Paul Hagedorn/The Hagedorn Family Charitable Fund, Inc. (GA) \ Connie G. McArthur &amp; Patricia A. Kline (CO) \ Nancy &amp; Nick Uppal (MI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$25,000-$49,999</td>
<td>Robert A. Davis (OH) \ Drs. Amy &amp; Mark Holbreich (IN) \ Stanley Seiken (MD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$24,999 and below</td>
<td>Mr. &amp; Mrs. John C. Browne (UT) \ Dr. &amp; Mrs. Ray S. Davis (MO) \ Mary Lu W. Greear (FL) \ Dr. &amp; Mrs. Jeffrey G. Leflein (MI)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Thomas W. Gamel Cancer Treatment Center Honors Generous Philanthropist

National Jewish Health is blessed with supporters around the world whose appreciation for and commitment to our mission inspires them to give generously to support our research and treatment programs.

Thomas Gamel was one of those donors. Gamel was known in the Denver community for his generosity, particularly to those individuals or causes with great potential for a positive outcome. He saw that potential in National Jewish Health. Before he passed away from lung cancer in 2015, Gamel and his family gave National Jewish Health a significant gift that will have a positive impact on lung cancer patients for generations to come. In honor of Gamel's support, National Jewish Health has named the Thomas W. Gamel Cancer Treatment Center.

“I have given a lot of money over my lifetime to many great causes and have never put my name on a facility before,” wrote Gamel in a letter accompanying the gift. “There are two reasons that I am doing it now. First, I would like my grandchildren and their children to see the Cancer Treatment Center and learn that our family values include the importance of giving back to the community that we live in. Second, National Jewish Health is the premier respiratory hospital in the world, and I am very proud to be associated with you and your mission.”
National Jewish Health is grateful for the generous contributions from individuals, corporations and foundations across the country and around the world. The following is a list of those who made gifts of $500 or more in fiscal year 2017.

**$1,000,000 or More**
The Molly Blank Fund of The Arthur M. Blank Family Foundation (GA)
Carrie & John D. Morgridge/ Morgridge Family Foundation (CO)
Klaras & Larry Silverstein/Silverstein Family Trust (NY)
Tuchman Family Foundation (CO)

**$500,000-$999,999**
Anonymous (TX)
H. A. and Mary K. Chapman Charitable Trust (OK)
Mr. & Mrs. Jared M. Drescher/ The Drescher Foundation (MD)
The Frederic C. Hamilton Family Foundation (CO)
The Kuhn Family (NY)

**$100,000-$499,999**
Marshall & Helene Abrahams and Family (CO)
Ambrose Monell Foundation (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Howard A. Berger (FL)
Antoinette E. & Herman Boehm Family Trust (NY)
The Brink’s Company (VA)/ Debbie & Marc C. Breslawsky (CT)
Garthe Brown and Grace L. Brown Fund II of The Oregon Community Foundation (OR)
The Ike & Candy Brown Family Foundation (TX)
Michele & Martin L. Cohen (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce D. Deifik (CA)
Edelstein Family Foundation (MN)
The Feil Family Foundation/Charitable Lead Annuity Trust Under the Will of Louis Feil (NY)
Feiner Enterprises/Feiner Family Foundation/ Mr. & Mrs. Michael A. Feiner (CO)
Gabriella Forte (NY)
Charles P. Gresham (CA)
Albert & Ethel Herzstein Charitable Foundation (TX)
The Jin Hua Foundation (NJ)
Christie & Walter Isenberg/Sage Hospitality Resources (CO)
Kaiser Permanente Colorado (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Lewis M. Kling (CO)
Mandarich Family Foundation (CO)
Matson Family Foundation (AZ)
Edward Meckeneck (NY)
Theodore Z*’L & Maxine B. Murnick (NJ)
Mr. & Mrs. Lee S. Neibart (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Lewis C. Peil (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Blair E. Richardson (CO)
Leah R. & Alfred E. Schaefer Charitable Foundation (TX)
Charles M. & Faye G. Schayer Charitable Foundation (CO)
Louise S. Scheiril (FL)
Maria S. Shapiro (NY)
The Carlynn and Lawrence Silverman Family Foundation Inc. (MD)
Dr. Antonio J. L. Simoes (CA)
Iris & Michael S. Smith (CO)
Windsewep Farm (NE)
Philip D.* & Eleanor G. Winn (CA)
The Wolstencroft Family Foundation (CT)
Mr. & Mrs. Melvin Zuckerman (AZ)

**$50,000-$99,999**
Mr. & Mrs. Harvey Anderson (CA)
Lovee Arum/The Morris A. Hazan Family Foundation (NV)
The Becker Family Foundation/Markowitz Family (TX)
Peter E. Berger (CT)
Robert Black Charitable Foundation, Bank of America, N.A., Trustee (NY)
Barbara Ann & Joseph J. Carroll (NY)
Eugene F. & Easton M. Crawford Charitable Lead Unitrust (CO)
Denver Post Season to Share, a McCormick Foundation Fund (CO)
Jessie Ball duPont Fund (FL)
Fidelity Foundation (NH)
Diane and Charles Gallagher Family Foundation (CO)
Harold & Rebecca H. Gross Foundation (CT)
Gary & Cathy Jacob (NY)
Donald L. Kortz & Mary Lou Blackledge Kortz (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Frank R. Krejci (NE)
Alice B. Lawrence Foundation (NY)
Dave & Gail Liniger (CO)
The Litwin Foundation Inc. (NY)
Irene Luria (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Marvin I. Moskowitz/ The Moskowitz Family Foundation (CA)
Munn Foundation Inc. (CO)
Isidore C. & Penny W. Myers Foundation (CA)
William and Ella Owens Medical Research Foundation (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Leonard Perlmutter/Leonard & Alice Perlmutter Foundation (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Richard R. Rogers (TX)
The Schramm Foundation (CO)
Fred Sieber (CO)
Rita and Burt Tansky Foundation (NY)
Turner Construction Co. Foundation (NY)
Lenny Weinglass (CO)

**$25,000-$49,999**
Anonymous (CA)
Anonymous (CO)
Anonymous (PA)
The Anschtz Foundation (CO)
Marian Meaker Aptekar Foundation (TX)
ARES Management, LLC (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Richard N. Baer (CO)
Brookfield (ON)
Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck, LLP (CO)
Fred J. Brunner Foundation (IL)
Capital One, N.A. (VA)
CBRE (CA)
The Charatan Holm Family Foundation (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Mark Chardock (FL)
Chaya Albert Genesis Charitable Fund of Triangle Community Foundation (NC)
Steven & Robin Chotin & The Chotin Foundation (CO)
Clear The Air Foundation (CO)
Commonwealth Land Title Insurance Company (FL)
William & Sandra Condon Family Foundation (CO)
Cushman & Wakefield (MO)
Fidelity National Title Insurance Company (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Sidney E. Forbes (MI)
Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson LLP (NY)
Gordon Brothers Co. (MA)
Grand Aerie, Fraternal Order of Eagles/ Max Baer Heart Fund (OH)
Mr. & Mrs. Barry W. Gray (NY)
Greenberg Traurig (NY)
Barry L. Hartglass (NY)
ARES Management, LLC (CA)
I. Chera & Sons Foundation, Inc. (NY)
Houlihan Lokey (CA)
Grand Aerie, Fraternal Order of Eagles/ Max Baer Heart Fund (OH)
Mr. & Mrs. Barry W. Gray (NY)
Greenberg Traurig (NY)
Barry L. Hartglass (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Barry Hirschfeld (CO)
I. Chera & Sons Foundation, Inc. (NY)
Jones Lang LaSalle Americas (NY)
Kushner Companies (NY)

*Deceased*
Honor Roll of Philanthropy

Fetner Properties (NY)
William H. Ellsworth Foundation (NY)
Eastern Consolidated (NY)
Dresner Foundation (MI)

Delman Mortenson Charitable Foundation (MD)
Robert A. Davis (OH)
Milton Cooper (NY)
CIT Group, Inc. (NJ)
Chicago Title Insurance Company (FL)
Center BMW (CA)

Dr. Edward Burka (MD)
H. G. Barsumian, MD Memorial Fund (NC)
Safir (FR)
Steve W. Arent (CO) & Margery Arent
Duane Acklie (NE)

Marc & Kelly Steron/Shanahan’s Steakhouse (CO)
Jeff Sutton (NY)
TEVA Pharmaceuticals (PA)
Jerome E. Toffler Private Foundation (SD)
Mary Jean and Oliver Travers Foundation, Inc. (MD)

Robert Mize & Isa White Trimm Foundation Inc. (NY)
Walter Scott Foundation (AL)
Betty Mae Sholl (FL)

Peregrine Group Development, LLC (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Rich A. Schierburg/ Peregrine Group Development, LLC (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Martin Simplo (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Jim Sepic (WA)
Diane K. Shah Foundation, Inc. (NY)
Signature Bank (NY)

Mr. & Mrs. Roger A. Silverstein (NY)
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom, LLP (NY)

Mr. & Mrs. David N. Sonnenblick/ Sonnenblick-Eichner Company (CA)
Stawski Partners (NY)
TD Bank, N.A. (ME)
Alvin S. Tilles (MN)

Mr. & Mrs. Richard F. Finlon (CO)
First American Title Insurance Company (AZ)
Erica & Evan Fisher (CA)
Franciscan Friars of Holy Name Province
May Bonfils Stanton Memorial Fund (NY)
Laurence and Sandi Gluck Charitable Foundation (NY)
The Gluck Family Foundation (NY)
Max Goldenberg Foundation (IL)
Great American Group (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. David L. Greiner/ Greiner Electric (CO)
Paul Hagedorn/The Hagedorn Family Charitable Fund, Inc. (GA)
Bruce & Rocky* Haston (NV)
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis A. Herman (NY)
Holland & Knight LLP (FL)
The Holiday Foundation (NY)
JMorgan Chase & Co. (NJ)
R. C. Kemper Charitable Trust, UMB, n.a. TTEE (MD)
Kowalski Family Foundation (CO)
Kramer Levin Naftalis & Frankel LLP (NY)
Harriet & Jeffrey Legum (MD)
The Lehman Family Charitable Foundation (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Edwin Levine (FL)
Brooke & James Levy Family (AZ)
Mr. & Mrs. Jason Lewis (CO)
Mack Real Estate Group (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Michael H. Marvins (TX)
McGuireWoods (VA)
Meridian Capital Group (NY)
MHP Real Estate Services (NY)
Mortenson Construction (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce E. Mosler (NV)
Hilda Namm (CA)
Otterbourg P.C. (NY)
Padosi Foundation (HI)
Red Apple Group (NY)
Judy W. & B. Coleman Renick Jr. (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Glenn J. Rufano (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Noel R. Ryan Jr. (CA)
Salon National La Boutique Des Huit Chapeaux et Quarante Femmes (FL)
Savills Studley LLC (NY)

Mr. & Mrs. Rich A. Schierburg/ Peregrine Group Development, LLC (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Martin Simplo (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Jim Sepic (WA)
Diane K. Shah Foundation, Inc. (NY)
Signature Bank (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Roger A. Silverstein (NY)
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom, LLP (NY)

Mr. & Mrs. David N. Sonnenblick/ Sonnenblick-Eichner Company (CA)
Stawski Partners (NY)
TD Bank, N.A. (ME)
Alvin S. Tilles (MN)

Earl C. and Elizabeth Toutz Charitable Trust (MD)
Trautman & Shreve, Inc. (CO)
Turner Construction Company (NY)
Sara Sacks Wegad (FL)
Wells Fargo Bank (NY)
Paul R. & Anna Lee White Family Charitable Trust (CO)
Shirley Winston* (NJ)

$10,000-$14,999
Anonymous (CO)
Anonymous (NY)
Anonymous (NY)
Anonymous (PA)
ABM (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. J.D. Abrams Jr. (TX)
Alliance Building Services (NY)
Aon Foundation (IL)
Asher Family Evergreen Foundation (NY)
Avant Advisory Group (CA)
The Azeez Foundation (FL)
Bank of America Corp. (RI)
Sandra A. Bass (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Javier Baz (CO)
Gail K. Bernstein (CA)
The Bethesda Foundation Inc. (MD)
Bibby Financial Services (IL)
Herman Blackman (NJ)
Blank Rome, LLP (PA)
Barry L. Bobrow & Karen A. Knoble (NC)
Martin and Mary L. Boyer Foundation (IL)
Dr. & Mrs. Miguel A. Brito Jr. (FL)
The Daniel & Estrellita Brodsky Family Foundation (NY)
Buchalter (CA)
Johnny Carson Foundation (CA)
Paul & Pearl Caslow Foundation (IL)
Century 21 Department Stores (NY)
The Kathy Chazen Family Charitable Trust (NY)
Choate Hall & Stewart, LLP (MA)
CIBC Capital Markets (NY)
Cecile (CeCe) Cohan (CO)
Julie & Frank Cohen Family Foundation (DE)
Mr. & Mrs. Warren P. Cohen (CA)
Karen Colt-Pasternack (CO)
Johnson Controls Inc. (WI)
The Corley Legacy Foundation (CO)
The Covenant Foundation Inc. (GA)
Crescent Heights Inc. (FL)
The Crown Family (IL)
Deutsche Bank (FL)
Lindsay & R. Stanton Dodge (CO)
The Durrant Group (NY)
Earl C. and Elizabeth Toutz Charitable Trust (MD)
Trautman & Shreve, Inc. (CO)
Turner Construction Company (NY)
Sara Sacks Wegad (FL)
Wells Fargo Bank (NY)
Paul R. & Anna Lee White Family Charitable Trust (CO)
Shirley Winston* (NJ)

$15,000-$24,999
Anonymous (CA)
Anonymous (CO)
5 Penn Plaza LLC (NY)
Acklie Charitable Foundation/ Duane Acklie (NE)
Steve W. Arent (CO) & Margery Arent
Safr (FR)
H. G. Barsumian, MD Memorial Fund (NC)
Dr. Edward Burka (MD)
Center BMW (CA)
Chicago Title Insurance Company (FL)
CIT Group, Inc. (NJ)
Milton Cooper (NY)
Robert A. Davis (OH)
Delman Mortenson Charitable Foundation (MD)
Diane Lynn Family Foundation Inc. (FL)
Dresner Foundation (MI)
Eastern Consolidated (NY)
William H. Ellsworth Foundation (NY)
Emmes Realty Advisors LLC (CA)
Fetner Properties (NY)

Mr. & Mrs. Richard F. Finlon (CO)
First American Title Insurance Company (AZ)
Erica & Evan Fisher (CA)
Franciscan Friars of Holy Name Province
May Bonfils Stanton Memorial Fund (NY)
Laurence and Sandi Gluck Charitable Foundation (NY)
The Gluck Family Foundation (NY)
Max Goldenberg Foundation (IL)
Great American Group (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. David L. Greiner/ Greiner Electric (CO)
Paul Hagedorn/The Hagedorn Family Charitable Fund, Inc. (GA)
Bruce & Rocky* Haston (NV)
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis A. Herman (NY)
Holland & Knight LLP (FL)
The Holiday Foundation (NY)
JMorgan Chase & Co. (OH)
R. C. Kemper Charitable Trust, UMB, n.a. TTEE (MD)
Kowalski Family Foundation (CO)
Kramer Levin Naftalis & Frankel LLP (NY)
Harriet & Jeffrey Legum (MD)
The Lehman Family Charitable Foundation (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Edwin Levine (FL)
Brooke & James Levy Family (AZ)
Mr. & Mrs. Jason Lewis (CO)
Mack Real Estate Group (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Michael H. Marvins (TX)
McGuireWoods (VA)
Meridian Capital Group (NY)
MHP Real Estate Services (NY)
Mortenson Construction (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce E. Mosler (NV)
Hilda Namm (CA)
Otterbourg P.C. (NY)
Padosi Foundation (HI)
Red Apple Group (NY)
Judy W. & B. Coleman Renick Jr. (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Glenn J. Rufano (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Noel R. Ryan Jr. (CA)
Salon National La Boutique Des Huit Chapeaux et Quarante Femmes (FL)
Savills Studley LLC (NY)

Mr. & Mrs. Rich A. Schierburg/ Peregrine Group Development, LLC (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Martin Simplo (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Jim Sepic (WA)
Diane K. Shah Foundation, Inc. (NY)
Signature Bank (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Roger A. Silverstein (NY)
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom, LLP (NY)

Mr. & Mrs. David N. Sonnenblick/ Sonnenblick-Eichner Company (CA)
Stawski Partners (NY)
TD Bank, N.A. (ME)
Alvin S. Tilles (MN)

Earl C. and Elizabeth Toutz Charitable Trust (MD)
Trautman & Shreve, Inc. (CO)
Turner Construction Company (NY)
Sara Sacks Wegad (FL)
Wells Fargo Bank (NY)
Paul R. & Anna Lee White Family Charitable Trust (CO)
Shirley Winston* (NJ)

*Deceased
Focus Management Group USA Inc. (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Jeffry L. Forbes (FL)
The Julie I. Foster Fund (CO)
FTI Consulting Inc. (MD)
The Gart Companies/The Jerry Gart Family Foundation (CO)
Jane & Joseph Giovanini (CO)
Gitlitz Family Foundation (CO)
William* & Bei Lee Gold II/Gold Family Foundation (CO)
Yale L. Goldberg (FL)
Herman Goldman Foundation (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Henry H. Gordon (CO)
Mindy & Jonathan D. Gray (NY)
Greenberg Traurig, LLP (GA)
GreenOak Real Estate Advisors, LP (NY)
Hahn & Hessen, LLP (NY)
Paul Hastings LLP (CA)
The Helis Foundation (LA)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. Helfpurn (NY)
Dr. & Mrs. Peter M. Henson (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Michael S. Johnson (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Leslie A. Mendelson (CA)
Connie G. McArthur & Patricia A. Klinge (CO)
Donald G. Macfee (NE)
Warren G. Lichtenstein (CO)
Michael H. Kerr (NY)
Sidney Kohl Family Foundation (FL)
KPS Capital Partners, LP (NY)
Harry Kramer Memorial Fund (NC)
Mr. & Mrs. Steven D. Kirs (CO)
Madeleine Larson (CO)
Lazard Frères & Co., LLC (NY)
Lewan Technology (CO)
Warren G. Lichtenstein (CO)
Donald G. Macfie (NE)
Marcum LLP (CA)
Connie G. McArthur & Patricia A. Klinge (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Leslie A. Mendelson (CA)
David & Laura Merage Foundation (CO)
Stephen J. Meringoff (NY)
Milton I. and Frances L. Stiefel Foundation (KS)
Molly Blank Charitable Lead Trust (GA)
Mr. & Mrs. Steven Mooney (CO)
Moss Adams, LLP (WA)
Dr. & Mrs. Thomas E. Murray (IN)
National Emphysema Foundation (CT)
National Mah Jongg League, Inc. (NY)
Oak Tree Foundation of Colorado (CO)
OneNeck IT Solutions (WI)
Orda Management (NY)
Stephen Parks (FL)

Dr. Murray Pepper & Honorable Vicki Reynolds Pepper (CA)
Performance Food Group (VA)
Jordon H.* & Essie Perlmutter/Perlmutter Family Foundation (CO)
Oscar T. Peters (CA)
PNC Business Credit (CA)
The PNC Financial Services Group (PA)
Potter Anderson & Corroon LLP (DE)
Quality King Distributors (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. George J. Records (OK)
The Renco Group, Inc. (NY)
Diane Goss Reynolds (AZ)
Jill C. Reynolds/Quaxtown, Inc. (CO)
Riemer & Braunstein LLP (MA)
Mr. & Mrs. Wolfgang Rindler (TX)
RK Foundation (DE)
Mr. & Mrs. Edward A. Robinson/Mr. & Mrs. Richard L. Robinson/Robinson Management, LLC (CO)
Robert Roney (MI)
Dr. Jack B.* & Renee B. Rosen (MO)
Mr. & Mrs. Marvin Rosenberg (OH)
Richard Ruben (NY)
Edward L. Sabourin (FL)
Santander Bank, N.A. (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Richard M. Sapkin (CO)
Arlene Sidell (DC)
Charles and M. R. Shapiro Foundation, Inc. (IL)
SJF Properties (NJ)
Daniel K. Smathers (CO)
John E. Smathers Jr. (MA)
Smith Richardson Foundation, Inc. (NC)
Kenneth F. Sokol (NV)
Spencer Fane LLP (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. David A. Stein (FL)
Stonehenge Management, LLC (NY)
Stradley, Ronon, Stevens & Young, LLP (PA)
Stroock & Stroock & Lavan LLP (NY)
Sufian & Passamano LLP (TX)
Elisabeth W. Szegho (IL)
David Taylor & Lisa A. Pauley (CO)
The Donal B. Tobin Fund (MA)
Triumph Savings Bank (TX)
The Sidney, Milton and Leoma Simon Foundation (FL)
Today Is A Good Day Foundation (AZ)
Barbara Tornberg* (FL)
Total Renal Care, Inc./DaVita Inc. (WA)
TreonorHL (CO)
Tri-Star Construction Corp. (NY)
University of Denver (CO)
Nancy & Nick Uppal (MI)
US Bank (MN)
Harry W. & Louis L. Vicksman (CO)
Viola Vestal Coulter Foundation, Inc. (WA)
W.J.D. Foundation (CO)
Herbert E. Weber Jr. (NY)
Sherman L. Weitzman (AZ)
Winston & Strawn, LLP (NY)
Corinne B. Winston & Joseph B. Rubin (NJ)
The Witkoff Group (NY)
The Melvin & Elaine Wolf Foundation Inc. (CO)
Xcel Energy (CO)
The Anne and Henry Zarrow Foundation (OK)
The Kal & Joyce Zeff Family Foundation (CO)
Meghan & Evan Zucker (CO)

$5,000-$9,999
Anonymous (CA)
Anonymous (CO)
Anonymous (CO)
Anonymous (CO)
68 West Engineering, Inc. (CO)
Accelerated Services LLC (CO)
Ethel & Philip Adelman Charitable Foundation (NY)
Adir International, LLC (CA)
Advantage Title Agency Inc. (NY)
AECOM Technical Services, Inc. (TX)
Affordable Solar Distribution (NM)
Alberta Capital Investments, LLC (CO)
Allscripts (AZ)
Mr. & Mrs. Theodore J. Alpert (CO)
Alpine Bank (CO)
Dr. & Mrs. Alan Altman/The Edith & David Altman Foundation (IN)
Mr. & Mrs. Earle S. Altman (NY)
Dr. & Mrs. David Amran (TX)
Annaly Commercial Real Estate Group, Inc. (NY)
Anschutz Family Foundation (CO)
Apple Computer, Inc (CA)
Leon Apteckar Fund of the El Paso Community Foundation (TX)
Arnold & Porter Kaye Scholer LLP (DC)
Geri Bader Saltzman & Meyer M. Saltzman (CO)
Baker Botts LLP (NY)
Bank Hapoalim (NY)
Elise & Brian Barish (CO)
BDO USA, LLP (CA)
Belkin Burden Wenig & Goldman, LLP (NY)
Bella + Canvas, LLC (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Chuck R. Belloc (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. William D. Berghold (MT)
The Howard & Judy Berkowitz Foundation (NY)
Stephen & Mary Birch Foundation (DE)
BKD, LLP (MO)
Black Equities (CA)
Sheila M. Black & Russell Cranswick (CO)
The Eleanor Blackford Colvin Fund of the Pikes Peak Community Foundation (CO)
Blue Modus (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Don Blumenthal (IA)
BMO Harris Bank (IL)
Chris & Rachelle Bodnar (CO)
Robert J. Bodnar (CA)
Dr. & Mrs. John M. Borky (CO)
Boulder Associates Architects (CO)

*Deceased
Mr. & Mrs. Steven W. Farber (CO)

FAM, LLC (CA)

Mr. & Mrs. Steven C. Demby (CO)

Dependable Cleaners (CO)

Diamonds In The Rough (CO)

Donald Chaiken/Donald & Carole Chaiken

Diamonds In The Rough (CO)

Foundation (CO)

Mr. & Mrs. Peter Dea/Dea Family

Foundation (CO)

Mr. & Mrs. Peter J. Korneffel Jr. (CO)

Mr. & Mrs. David Kessenich (CO)

Mr. & Mrs. Danny Katz (CO)

Mr. & Mrs. Robert Katz (CO)

Mr. & Mrs. David Katz (CO)

Mr. & Mrs. Stephen Katz (CA)

Mr. & Mrs. Mark Katz (CA)

Mr. & Mrs. Michael Katz (CA)

Mr. & Mrs. Brian F. Juodzevich (NY)

Joyce & Irving Goldman Family Foundation, Grants Program (NY)

In Jesus’ Name! Fund (CO)

Ink Coffee (CO)

Innovating Worthy Projects Foundation (FL)

Browen Jones (CA)

Joshua Stein PLLC (NY)

Joyce & Irving Goldman Family Foundation, Inc. (NY)

Mr. & Mrs. Brian F. Juodzevich (NY)

Kaback Enterprises Inc. (NY)

Karnell Foundation Inc. (AZ)

Suzanne T. & Irving D. Karpas Jr. Foundation Inc. (NY)

Keats Family Foundation Inc. (FL)

Michael V. Kell (MI)

The Ethel & Allyn Kemis Family Charitable Trust (OH)

Mr. & Mrs. Richard C. Kerns (GA)

Mr. & Mrs. David Kessenich (CO)

Keybank National Association (OH)

King & Spalding LLP (GA)

Mr. & Mrs. Peter J. Kornfeff Jr. (CO)

Mr. & Mrs. Herbert Kraft (CO)

Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey D. Kraus (CO)

Land Title Guarantee Co. (CO)

Mr. & Mr. & Mrs. Allen Laporte (IL)

Dr. Seymour Laporte (CA)

Lenox Advisors (CA)

Susan Lerner and Family (CA)

John Leroux (WY)

Mr. & Mrs. Dominic S. Lindauer (TX)

Lockton Companies of Colorado, Inc. (CO)

Loeb & Loeb, LLP (CA)

Long View Systems Corporation USA (CO)

Barbara Losi (CA)

LSB Corporation (CO)

Louis R. & Dorothy M. Meister

Foundation (CO)

Miklen Family Foundation (CA)

Mr. Paul L. MacCaskill (CO)

Mr. & Mrs. James MacGregor (NY)

Mack-Cal Realty, LP (NJ)

The Diane and Darryl Mallah Family Foundation (NY)

Mandelbaum Salsburg P.C. (NJ)

Mr. Jeffrey T. Mann (NY)

Maplelane Capital, LLC (NY)

Winston Mar (CA)

Thomas Marano (CO)

Mr. & Mrs. J. Landis Martin (CO)

Edith S. McAllister (TX)

Mr. & Mrs. Stephen McConahey/Stephen McConahey Family Foundation (CO)

Ann McCullough (CO)

Merchant Factors (NY)

Merchants Mortgage & Trust Corp. (CO)

Mr. & Mrs. Marshall Meyers (AZ)

Microsoft Corporation (WA)

Mission Capital Advisors, LLC (FL)

Henry B. Mohr (CO)

Monness, Crespi, Hardt & Co. Inc. (NY)

Mr. & Mrs. David Moore (NY)

Morgan Stanley (NY)

Morgan Lewis & Bockius LLP (PA)

The Morrison & Foerster Foundation (CA)

Lee S. Munrick (NY)

Naze & Joseph Moinian Foundation (NY)

Joseph S. Nelson & Anne P. McDonald (CO)

New Mexico Mutual (NM)

Mr. & Mrs. Gordon M. Newman (NV)

Mr. & Mrs. Richard Greenberg/Chayet and Danzo, LLC (CO)

Suzanne T. & Irving D. Karpas Jr. Foundation Inc. (NY)

Pediatric Health Resources (CO)

PEER Foundation (CO)

Mr. & Mrs. Richard Greenberg/Chayet and Danzo, LLC (CO)

Suzanne T. & Irving D. Karpas Jr. Foundation Inc. (NY)

Pediatric Health Resources (CO)

PEER Foundation (CO)

Mr. & Mrs. Richard Greenberg/Chayet and Danzo, LLC (CO)

Suzanne T. & Irving D. Karpas Jr. Foundation Inc. (NY)

Pediatric Health Resources (CO)

PEER Foundation (CO)

Mr. & Mrs. Richard Greenberg/Chayet and Danzo, LLC (CO)

Suzanne T. & Irving D. Karpas Jr. Foundation Inc. (NY)

Pediatric Health Resources (CO)

PEER Foundation (CO)
Public Service Company of New Mexico (NM)
Margaret K. Porter (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Paul W. Powers (CO)
Procura Realty LLC (NY)
Phyllis L. Pullman (NY)
Carol Quinn (NY)
Patricia Quintin (MA)
Harry W. Rabb Foundation (CO)
RAS Management Advisors LLC (AL)
Ravago Manufacturing Americas, LLC (FL)
Red River Computer Company (NH)
Regions Bank (AL)
The Related Companies, LP (NY)
Jack Resnick & Sons Inc. (NY)
RFR Realty LLC (CT)
Richter Consulting Inc. (IL)
RKF (NY)
Robinson Waters & O’Dorisio, PC (CO)
Rosalyn G. Rosenthal (TX)
Rosenthal & Rosenthal Of California, Inc. (CA)
Rosenthal & Rosenthal, Inc. (NY)
Ruth D. Rosin (IL)
Roth Capital Partners (CA)
Marcia and Philip Rothblum Foundation, Inc. (NY)
RubinBrown LLP (MI)
Ruby Diamond Foundation (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Mitchell E. Rudin (NJ)
Steven & JoAnn Ruppert (NM)
Jack Saltz (NY)
The Jack & Anita Saltz Foundation (NY)
Saunders Construction, Inc. (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Richard T. Schlosberg (TX)
Schulte Roth & Zabel, LLP (NY)
Pauline Schwager (NY)
SCL Health System, Inc. (CO)
Stanley Seiken (MD)
Seyfarth Shaw LLP (IL)
Shea Properties Management Company, Inc. (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Barry R. Silverman (CA)
William Silverman (CT)
Mr. & Mrs. Donald A. Silversmith (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Eric L. Smidt (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Donald A. Silversmith (CO)
Cheryl A. Smith (AZ)
Mr. & Mrs. Barry R. Silverman (CA)
Jack Resnick & Sons Inc. (NY)
The Related Companies, LP (NY)
Jack Resnick & Sons Inc. (NY)
RFR Realty LLC (CT)
Richter Consulting Inc. (IL)
RKF (NY)
Robinson Waters & O’Dorisio, PC (CO)
Rosalyn G. Rosenthal (TX)
Rosenthal & Rosenthal Of California, Inc. (CA)
Rosenthal & Rosenthal, Inc. (NY)
Ruth D. Rosin (IL)
Roth Capital Partners (CA)
Marcia and Philip Rothblum Foundation, Inc. (NY)
RubinBrown LLP (MI)
Ruby Diamond Foundation (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Mitchell E. Rudin (NJ)
Steven & JoAnn Ruppert (NM)
Jack Saltz (NY)
The Jack & Anita Saltz Foundation (NY)
Saunders Construction, Inc. (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Richard T. Schlosberg (TX)
Schulte Roth & Zabel, LLP (NY)
Pauline Schwager (NY)
SCL Health System, Inc. (CO)
Stanley Seiken (MD)
Seyfarth Shaw LLP (IL)
Shea Properties Management Company, Inc. (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Barry R. Silverman (CA)
William Silverman (CT)
Mr. & Mrs. Donald A. Silversmith (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Eric L. Smidt (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Donald A. Silversmith (CO)
Cheryl A. Smith (AZ)
Mr. & Mrs. Barry R. Silverman (CA)
Jack Resnick & Sons Inc. (NY)
The Related Companies, LP (NY)
Jack Resnick & Sons Inc. (NY)
RFR Realty LLC (CT)
Richter Consulting Inc. (IL)
RKF (NY)
Robinson Waters & O’Dorisio, PC (CO)
Rosalyn G. Rosenthal (TX)
Rosenthal & Rosenthal Of California, Inc. (CA)
Rosenthal & Rosenthal, Inc. (NY)
Ruth D. Rosin (IL)
Roth Capital Partners (CA)
Marcia and Philip Rothblum Foundation, Inc. (NY)
RubinBrown LLP (MI)
Ruby Diamond Foundation (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Mitchell E. Rudin (NJ)
Steven & JoAnn Ruppert (NM)
Jack Saltz (NY)
The Jack & Anita Saltz Foundation (NY)
Saunders Construction, Inc. (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Richard T. Schlosberg (TX)
Schulte Roth & Zabel, LLP (NY)
Pauline Schwager (NY)
SCL Health System, Inc. (CO)
Stanley Seiken (MD)
Seyfarth Shaw LLP (IL)
Shea Properties Management Company, Inc. (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Barry R. Silverman (CA)
William Silverman (CT)
Mr. & Mrs. Donald A. Silversmith (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Eric L. Smidt (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Donald A. Silversmith (CO)
Cheryl A. Smith (AZ)
Mr. & Mrs. Barry R. Silverman (CA)
Jack Resnick & Sons Inc. (NY)
The Related Companies, LP (NY)

Honor Roll of Philanthropy

$1,000-$4,999
Anonymous (AZ)
Anonymous (CA)
Anonymous (CO)
Anonymous (IL)
Anonymous (NC)
Anonymous (NM)
Anonymous (OH)
Anonymous (TX)
1st West Financial (TX)
60 Guilders, LLC (NY)
A + I (NY)
Antoine du Chez Salon & Spa (CO)
Kay Anne Abbott (CO)
Craig L. Aberle (FL)
AboutSkin Dermatology and DermSurgery, PC (CO)
Abraham Krasne Foundation/
Krasne Foods (NY)
Dr. Gertrude W. Abramson (FL)
ABS Partners Real Estate LLC (NY)
Accardo Engineering PLLC (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Andrew Acker (CO)
The Ackman-Ziff Real Estate Group LLC (NY)
Aggressive Fire Protection LLC (NY)
Mark Burg & Shainaz Donnelly (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred A. Caro (KS)
Allan Neustadt Charitable Trust (TX)
Dr. Jandel T. Allen-Davis & Anthony Davis (CO)
Allergy & Immunology Associates of
Ann Arbor, P.C. (MI)
Mr. & Mrs. John A. Bolger (CO)
Robert Book (TX)

Paula K. Andrews (CA)
Robert D. Andring (MN)
Lawrence & Gloria* Appel (NY)
The Howard & Nikki Applebaum
Foundation (CA)
Phyllis Arlow & Don Seeger (NM)
Armada Management Partners, Inc. (CA)
Robin Arriola (CA)
Herbert L. Ash* (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Ashpes (CA)
Associated Textile Converters (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. John J. Atwood (WA)
Avante Mezzanine Partners Inc. (CA)
Avanti Capital, LLC (MD)
Avco Capital (CO)
BAH Consulting Corp (NY)
Charles E. Baker (CO)
The Balmot Family Fund (CA)
Bank Leumi USA (CA)
Bank Leumi USA (NY)
The Bank of New York Mellon (PA)
BankUnited, N.A. (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Geoffrey H. Barker (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Elmer H. Barlock Jr. (CO)
Stephanie M. Barnhill (FL)
Karen A. Barrett (TX)
Paul C. Barringer (CO)
Julie & Anthony Behrstock (CA)
Scott L. Beiser (CA)
Ben G. Barnett Foundation (TX)
Frances & Benjamin Benenson Foundation, Inc. (NY)
Elizabeth Benintendi (NY)
Joan C. Benjamin (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. David Berberian (TX)
Dr. Wendy Berenbaum & James B. Berenbaum (CO)
Dr. Wendy Berenbaum & James Berenbaum/
Joseph & Penny Berenbaum Family
Foundation (CO)
Dr. & Mrs. Gerald S. Berenson (LA)
Mr. & Mrs. Neal M. Berg (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald D. Berge (CO)
The Berger-Solano Foundation (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Donald S. Berlin (MD)
Mr. & Mrs. William F. Berliner (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Gary Berman (MD)
Dr. Jan E. Bernie (NY)
Honorable & Mrs. Stuart Bernstein (DC)
Timothy Biel, DDS LLC (CO)
Honorable & Mrs. Jeff Bingaman (NM)
Nancy Birdwell (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Richard D. Blaser (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Lee N. Blatt (FL)
Blazer Electric Supply Co. (CO)
David L. Bleich (NY)
Gretel B. Bloch Charitable Trust (MI)
The Harold Zepelin Living Trust (MI)
Zions Management Services Company (UT)

$1,000-$4,999
Anonymous (AZ)
Anonymous (CA)
Anonymous (CO)
Anonymous (IL)
Anonymous (NC)
Anonymous (NM)
Anonymous (OH)
Anonymous (TX)
1st West Financial (TX)
60 Guilders, LLC (NY)
A + I (NY)
Antoine du Chez Salon & Spa (CO)
Kay Anne Abbott (CO)
Craig L. Aberle (FL)
AboutSkin Dermatology and DermSurgery, PC (CO)
Abraham Krasne Foundation/
Krasne Foods (NY)
Dr. Gertrude W. Abramson (FL)
ABS Partners Real Estate LLC (NY)
Accardo Engineering PLLC (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Andrew Acker (CO)
The Ackman-Ziff Real Estate Group LLC (NY)
Aggressive Fire Protection LLC (NY)
Mark Burg & Shainaz Donnelly (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred A. Caro (KS)
Allan Neustadt Charitable Trust (TX)
Dr. Jandel T. Allen-Davis & Anthony Davis (CO)
Allergy & Immunology Associates of
Ann Arbor, P.C. (MI)
Mr. & Mrs. John A. Bolger (CO)
Robert Book (TX)
Honor Roll of Philanthropy

Mr. & Mrs. Richard P. Cohn (CO)
Cohn Handler Sturm (CA)
Nancy Cohen & James Wason (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Harry D. Cohen (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard Cohen (CA)
The Clinic For Plastic Surgery (CO)
CliftonLarsonAllen LLP (MN)
Citi-Urban Management Corp. (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Michael D. Boxer (NY)
BR Design Associates (NY)
Zachary Brandler (CA)
Brandlin & Associates (CA)
Brause Realty Inc. (NY)
Betty Brega (CO)
Donald G. Brenner (CT)
Donald M. Breslow (CO)
Allan J.* & Sandra L. Bresnick (FL)
Robert Brinker (CO)
Bronfman E.L. Rothschild (WI)
Dr. Kevin K. Brown (CO)
Patrick Brown & Beth Smart (CO)
Edward A. Brownlee (CO)
Richard A. Bryant (CO)
Buckley Powder Co. (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Keith Bufkin (MS)
Curtis Burchard (TX)
Barry & Jayna Burgdorf (TX)
Jonathan Burkan (NY)
C3 Interiors LLC (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Harris A. Cahn (CO)
Lana Cain Krauter (TX)
Callobe Chinn Family Trust (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Candee (NY)
Capital Business Credit, LLC (CA)
Capital Craftsman Inc. (NY)
Mark A. Caplow (CA)
Carl Marks Advisory Group, LLC (NY)
Dr. Jerry Carle (FL)
Marciae E. Carolan (FL)
Carolyn F. Hyman Donor Advised Fund (TX)
Cars Helping Charities (CO)
Castaways Foundation (IL)
CBRE (NY)
C.C. Controlled Combustion Co., Inc. (NY)
Centennial Elevator Industries, Inc. (NY)
Ronald B. Charfoos (MI)
Eileen Charif (FL)
David F. Chazen & Lauren Rosen (IL)
Gary D. Chazen (TN)
Chestnut Investors, LLC (NY)
Val & Steve Chin (UT)
Susan L. Ching (HI)
Mr. & Mrs. Jeff Chiprin (CA)
Martin S. Chodorow (NY)
Citi-Urban Management Corp. (NY)
CliftonLarsonAllen LLP (MN)
The Clinic For Plastic Surgery (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard Cohen (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Harry D. Cohen (NY)
Nancy Cohen & James Wason (CO)
Cohn Handler Sturm (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Richard P. Cohn (CO)
CohnReznick LLP (CA)
Colliers International (NY)
LYNN J. Collins (MI)
Colorado Powerline, Inc. (CO)
Comerica Bank (CA)
Commercial Finance Association (NY)
Commercial Finance Conference of California (CA)
Community Health Charities (VA)
Dr. Robert A. Comp & Diane P. Estes-Comp (AZ)
Comras Family Foundation Inc. (FL)
Concrete Frame Associates (CO)
Dr. & Mrs. Robert A. Cooke (IL)
Cool Wind Ventilation Corp. (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. J. Samuel Coolik (GA)
Raymond P. Costello (CO)
Annette K. Cottingham (TX)
Lucas W. Covington (NM)
Steve & Amy Coyer (CO)
Rick Crandall & Pamela Levy (CO)
Credit Suisse (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Steven B. Croman (NY)
Crowe Horwath, LLP (CA)
Laurie J. Crown & Rich Ortega (CO)
Crystal Comfort, Inc. (NY)
Dr. & Mrs. Robert F. Cullen (FL)
Dr. & Mrs. John E Cunning (CO)
Cushman & Wakefield (CO)
Lee E. Custer (FL)
Custom Grading, Inc. (NM)
Cutler Minikes & Adelman LLP (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Cutler (PA)
Alan P. Cutter (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Michael P. Czichos Sr. (TX)
D T M Inc. (NY)
Jodi Dady (NY)
Maurice A. Daniel (CA)
Daniels Fund (CO)
Ben Davidowitz (CA)
Davies & Stubbs (CO)
Davies Partnership Architects, PC (CO)
Jean F. Davis* (NH)
Kathryn Davis (GA)
Suzanne Davis (NY)
Terry Davis (TX)
Warren N. Davis & Madge Huber Henning (MD)
Mr. & Mrs. James E. Daxon (OH)
DB&R Marketing Communications, Inc. (CA)
Lynn DeGroot (CA)
Dekker/Perich/Sabatini, Ltd. (NM)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert DeLeeuw (IL)
Joseph A. DeLuca Inc. (NY)
Denver Museum of Nature & Science (CO)
DH Capital, LLC (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Jon Diamond (OH)
Sue Diamond (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph A. DiGregorio (NM)
Dillon Foundation (IL)
DiMassimo Inc. (NY)
Dimension Development Two, LLC (LA)
Mr. & Mrs. Irwin J. Dinn (OH)
Mr. & Mrs. Stuart M. Director (OR)
Connie F. & Danny C. Dixon (IN)
Thomas M. Dooley (CO)
Buzz Dopkin Enterprises, Inc. (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Duane J. Dowd (NE)
Mr. & Mrs. Jon Dracos (NY)
Draiman Properties (MD)
Mr. & Mrs. John E. Dreier (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Andrew DuBois (CO)
Scott Dunfrund (CA)
Lt. Col. & Mrs. James A. Dunlap, USAF Ret (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph A. Dussich Jr. (NY)
DV FT Holdings, LLC (FL)
DXA Studio (NY)
Lois W. Dyk (TX)
E2 Optics, LLC (CO)
The Eberly Company (CA)
John Ecklund (FL)
A. & L. Edelman Family Foundation Inc. (NY)
Edison Electric Institute (DC)
Dr. Ronald A. Eichel (GA)
Elaine Elman (CA)
Maureen Eisenberg (IL)
Mitzi & Warren Eisenberg Family Foundation, Inc. (NJ)
El Media Group (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Nathan E. Eldridge (NY)
K.T. Elghanayan Family Foundation (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Seymour Z. Elian (FL)
Elno Family Foundation (MD)
Joyce H. Emmons (IL)
Empire Diamond Corporation (CA)
Empire Office (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Irwin Engelman (NY)
David H. Engleberg/Paragon Investment Properties, LLC (CO)
Thomas English (CT)
Mr. & Mrs. Louis J. Eni (PA)
Environmental Landworks Company, Inc. (CO)
Stephen G. Epstein (NY)
Dr. Serpil C. Erzurum (OH)
Eskenazi Family Foundation, Inc. (IN)
Sandra Eskenazi (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Don Esstman (CO)
Eugene and Emily Grant Family Foundation (NY)
Eugene Nelson Charitable Trust (CO)
Evercore Partners Services East LLC (NY)
Extell Development Company (KY)
Bonnie & Bob Ezra (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Andrew Fallek (NJ)
Joyce Fefferman (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel J. Feiner (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Fellman (CO)
Debra & Steven Fendrich (CO)
Fieldland Investment Co. (NY)
Finnup Foundation Trust (KS)
Mr. & Mrs. Jon Fiore (FL)
First Pacific Financial (CA)
First Western Trust Bank (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Murray D. Fischer (CA)
Honor Roll of Philanthropy

Fisher Harris Shapiro, Inc. (NY)
Louis Y. Fishman (LA)
Roger W. Flattery (NJ)
Mr. & Mrs. Aaron Fleck (CO)
Flushing Bank (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Forbes (NY)
Fortis Design & Build (FL)
Mark Francis (TX)
Gerald Frankel (NY)
Patricia F. Fraser (CO)
Fred Smith Plumbing & Heating Co., Inc. (NY)
Freedom News I Inc. (NY)
Freedom New II Inc. (NY)
Paul Freeman (GA)
The Freeman-Harrison Family Foundation (NY)
FRENCH Funerals - Cremations (NM)
Friedel Foundation (AZ)
Friedman Financial Sourcing LLC (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Albert M. Friedman (IL)
Bernard Friedman (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Harry D. Friedman (FL)
Helen Friedman (NJ)
Friedman LLP (NY)
Robert Friedman (GA)
Perry H. Friedrich & Patricia F. Mayer (CA)
FTI Consulting (NJ)
Fundacion Filantropica Fidanque (Panama)
Morris & Gertrude Furman Foundation (NY)
Natalie Gabai (PA)
Mr. & Mrs. James Gaddis (UT)
Andy Gans (NY)
Levi D. Garcia (NM)
Mr. & Mrs. Wayne Gardenswartz (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Garfield (CO)
Albert Garner (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Kevin Garrett (CO)
Robert W. Garthwait Sr. (CT)
Barry Gassman (CO)
Betty Gates (NV)
Gene Rosalie & Susan Goldberg Fund/
Combined Jewish Philanthropies (MA)
Lyne Taylor Genser (MD)
Mr. & Mrs. Brad P. Gerla (CT)
GexPro (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Roger A. Gibson (CA)
Gilbert Foundation (IL)
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis Gilbert (NY)
Henry W. Gilbert (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Laurence Gilbert/Gilbert Family
Fund (NY)
Brian Ginsberg (NY)
Ruth and Jack Glantz Family Foundation
Inc. (CT)
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Glauser (CO)
Glenmont Capital Management LLC (NY)
Katherine Gold (CO)
Goldman Sachs Commercial Mortgage
Capital (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Elliot H. Goldman (IL)
Mr. & Mrs. Richard E. Goldsmith (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Barry J. Goldstein (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Marc Goldstein (CO)
Dr. Shepard S. & Carole S.* Goldstein (FL)
Richard & Susan W. Goldstein (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Barry H. Golsen (OK)
Goodman-Gable-Gould Co. Adjusters
International (MD)
Mr. & Mrs. Gary Goodman (NM)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert D. Goodman (NY)
Goodrich Management Corp. (NJ)
The Goodwin Foundation (NJ)
Goodwin Securities, Inc. (NM)
Mona S. Goodwin (CO)
Dr. Joseph S. Gordon (PA)
Goulston & Storrs (MA)
Mr. & Mrs. Larry R. Grace (CO)
Havi Graeber (NM)
Granat Family Foundation (CO)
Granite Building 2, LLC (NY)
Grant Thornton LLP (IL)
Mary Lu W. Greear (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Loring Green (AZ)
Joann Greenbaum (TX)
Dr. Fred H. Greenberg (NY)
Paul Greenberg (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Howard M. Gross (CO)
Grossberg Company, LLP (MD)
Dr. Joseph H. Groven (NY)
Helen K. Groves (TX)
David A. Gurka (CO)
James K. Gyurman (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce S. Haas (FL)
The Richard and Mica Hadar Foundation (NJ)
The Alex & Sally Halff Family Foundation (TX)
Michael Happel (NY)
Harmony Fund, Inc. (NJ)
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas A. Hayes (CA)
The Heffner Fund (OH)
Nancy Heggy (OH)
Rik S. Heid & Deborah Wittman (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Bertram Heil (NM)
Mr. & Mrs. Norman B. Heller (NY)
Robert & Esther Heller Foundation (NJ)
Heritage Investors Management Corp. (MD)
Ira P. Hersh (CT)
Jack Hersh (CA)
Dr. Ronny Herskovits & Dr. Beth Gross (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Harley G. Higbie Jr. (CO)
Hill West Architects (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. David A. Hilliard (CA)
Merle Hilliard Charitable Trust (CA)
Bob & Nita Hirsch Family Foundation (CA)
Harriette E. Hirsch (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Joel Hirschtritt/Hirschtritt Family
Foundation (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. George C. Hixon (TX)
Teresa Hixon (PA)
Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey L. Hochman (MO)
Dr. & Mrs. George I. Hodor (CO)
Eveline Hoffman (MO)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert B. Hoffman (NC)
Linda & Mel Holtzman (CA)
Eric J. Hoover & Deborah Gaynor (NM)
James Horowitz & Nicole Giontonio (CO)
Jeffrey Howard (NY)
Hudson Pacific Properties (CA)
Oliver Hunt (OH)
Karen Hutchison (CO)
Simone Hyams (AZ)
Sherrill Ice (CO)
Illumination Systems, Inc. (CO)
Imowitz Koenig & Co., LLP (NY)
ING Financial Services, LLC (NY)
Insight Examination Services, Inc. (CA)
Interface Communications Co. (CO)
Intermountain Rural Electric Association (CO)
International Business Machines
Corporation (NY)
Isseks Brothers, Inc. (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Allan S. Ivascu (FL)
Izzo Family Foundation (MD)
Mr. & Mrs. Alan L. Jacobs (NY)
Rick Jacobs (CO)
Gregory Jacobson (TX)
Steve D. Jaffe (CA)
Jamaco, L.P. (CO)
Janet Jarrett (NC)
Mr. & Mrs. David A. Jay (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Darrell Jennings (CO)
Jerome Aluminum Products Corporation (NY)
JJMC LLC (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. K. T. Johnson Jr. (WA)
Joe R. Jones (OK)
Keith Jones (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas S. Jones (NM)
Journal Publishing Company (NM)
J.P. Morgan (MA)
Sidney and Pearl Kalikow Foundation (NY)
Elizabeth Kalodner (NY)
Kanaris Contracting, Corp. (NY)
Michael Kane (CA)
Norris Kantor (NV)
Kaplan & Associates LLC (CO)
Karen Kane Co. Inc. (CA)
Stuart Kasdin (NY)
I. Michael Kassar (AZ)
Bruce D.* & Fiorrie A. Katchen (CO)
Katsky Korins LLP (NY)
Robert M. Katz (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Steven M. Kaufmann (DC)
Mr. & Mrs. Kevin T. Keating (IL)
Dale Keats Lipnick (DC)
Keleher Realty Inc. (OH)
The Rollie R. Kelley Family Foundation
Fund (CO)
Marvin A. Kempner (FL)
Thomas J.* & Mary J. Kershinsk (WY)
Dr. Lisa Kettering & Charles F. Kettering,
III (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Gregory F. Kiernan (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. James N. King (NM)
Roger White & Ann M. King-White (CO)
The Kirschner Trusts (OK)
Kirschner-Bookatz Family Foundation (TX)
Leslie S. Kite (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. David J. Klein (NY)
Edward A. Klein (CA)
Martin Kleinbart (FL)
Kleinfeld Bridal Corp. (NY)
Norman Ko & Joseph Foster/KF Professional Group (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert L. Koening (MD)
Kolitz Foundation, Inc. (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Kevin M. Koller (CO)
Avrom B. Kopelman (CT)
Charles H. Kopke (MO)
Eugene F. Korth (MD)
William A. Kosis (CA)
Robert Kosman (CO)
KPMG LLP (TX)
Evelyn A. Kraig (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth S. Kranzberg (MO)
The Krasberg-Mason Foundation (IL)
Rhoda Krasner (CO)
Stephen Krawchuck (CA)
Rae M. Kreitz (NY)
Susan Krizelman (NM)
Scott A. Kuehn (CO)
Rabbi Irwin Kula & Dana Kurzweil (NY)
Melvin Kupperman (IL)
Janice M. Kurth (IN)
Lloyd S. Kurtz (AK)
Alan M. & Karen Kurzweil (TX)
Karl Kuykendall (TX)
L & L Holding Company, LLC (NY)
LA-CO Industries, Inc./Markal (IL)
Cecelia Lance (VT)
Michael Lapporte Family Charitable Fund of
The Jewish Community Foundation of the
East Bay (CO)
Victor C. Laughlin, M.D. Memorial Foundation
Trust (OH)
The Lawrence Financial Group (CA)
LeafGuard by Beldin, Inc. (TX)
The Learning Experience & The Weissman
Family (FL)
Alan Leavitt (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Charles D. LeClaire (CO)
Dr. & Mrs. Jeffrey G. Lefflein (MI)
Debaney G. Lefort (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Sol Lefortin (CO)
Frank L. Lehto & Wilma Vocke (CO)
Rebecca Leibinger (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Paul G. Leiser (CO)
Lamar Leland (CA)
Lenid Holding Company, LLC (NV)
Kristine A. Lennon (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. George N. Lenyo (MI)
Earlene Leonard (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Howard R. Lerman (CO)
Helaine Lerner (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Michael J. Lerner (NJ)
Warren Lesser (NY)
Robert L. & Helen E. Levenson Family
Charitable Trust (NV)
Leventhal & Puga, P.C. (CO)
Levin Sitcott PC (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Tom Levitt (AZ)
Sheila & Sandy Lewis (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard Liebman (FL)
The Lighting Agency, Inc. (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Samuel Linhart (AZ)
George H. Lipton (GA)
Mr. & Mrs. C. Ronald Livingston (CA)
LoanCore Capital, LLC (CA)
Stacey & Keith M. Locker (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Alan N. Locker (NY)
Sheldon London (MD)
Peter A. Looram (CO)
Loren F. Leeder Foundation Trust (VT)
Mr. & Mrs. Monty Loud (CO)
 Loyola Marymount University (CA)
Lucky Strike (CA)
LWM Miami, LLC (FL)
Dr. & Mrs. Robert P. Mack (CO)
The Madison Group Inc. (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Justin E. Magazine (MD)
Elliott J. Maher & Carole Vollman Mahler (FL)
The Malek Family Charitable Trust/
Frederic & Marlene Malek (VA)
Georgia Malone (NY)
Bruce F. Malott & Marla A. Wood (NM)
Linda Malott (NM)
Kay Malowney (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Gary Q. Mandell (CA)
Dr. & Mrs. Charles Mandell (FL)
Marcus & Pollack LLP (NY)
Philippa C. Marrack, PhD (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Marranzino (CO)
Janet A. Martin (CA)
Dr. & Mrs. Richard J. Martin (CO)
Erik Mascherler (NJ)
Natalie Masciela (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. James I. Massaro (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Richard A. Massman (TX)
Joanne P. Mayer (CO)
Steven & Laura Mayer Family Foundation (CA)
Robertina McCain (DC)
Mr. & Mrs. Hunter McConnell Jr. (CA)
Sherman & Cathy McCorkle/Sandia Science
& Technology Park Development
Corporation (NM)
Chuck McDaniell (CO)
McDowell Family Foundation (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. David E. McFarland (CA)
Gary E. McClannan (VA)
Michael McGovern (CO)
Irma McGovney Family Foundation (FL)
McGowan Builders, Inc. (NJ)
Michael McKisson (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey J. McLane (NY)
Alan & Amy Meltzer Family Foundation,
Inc. (MD)
Mr. & Mrs. David Merage (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey J. McLane (NY)
Alan & Amy Meltzer Family Foundation,
Inc. (MD)
Mr. & Mrs. David Merage (CO)
Meridian Fire and Security, LLC (CO)
Mesa West Capital (CA)
Carolyn A. Meske (CO)
Metropolitan Commercial Bank (NY)
Edward & Sandra Meyer Foundation,
Inc. (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Lowell Meyer (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. David Meyerson (CA)
MFB Realty LLC (NY)
Milehiomodern (CO)
Miller Advertising Agency (NY)
Andrew Miller (CA)
Linda E. Miller-Ciriachi (OH)
Milo Kleinberg Design Associates (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Gregory F. Milczik (CO)
MINDset Direct (VA)
Barry Minkoff/The Suzy, Nancy and
Carol Minkoff Charitable Fund (MD)
Ronnie Mitzner (GA)
Gaynelle & David Mize (CO)
E. Jayne Mcklker (WY)
Dr. & Mrs. Charles W. Mohler (WY)
Molzen-Corbin & Associates (NM)
Monroe Capital Management Advisors,
LLC (IL)
Tom Montgomery (CO)
Christie A. Moore (FL)
Morgan Stanley (MA)
Steven Morrissett & Diane Wengler
Morrissett (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. Morrow (NY)
Mountain Chalet - Aspen (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Roy Mucilli (CO)
Diana B. Munder (NY)
Murnick Property Group (NJ)
Muss Development LLC (NY)
Linda J. Myrick (FL)
Myron L. and Claire B. Gordon Foundation,
Inc. (CT)
Albert T. Nassi (CA)
Muriel H. Nathan (GA)
National Asthma Center Theater Group (NY)
Michael A. Neigoff (IL)
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen H. Nelsen (NE)
Charlotte and Thomas Nelson (AZ)
Dr. & Mrs. Harold S. Nelson (CO)
New Mexico Gas Company, Inc. (NM)
John T. & Mary C. Newman (KS)
NexCore Group (CO)
Nicole Bakti, Inc. (CA)
Nancy Nightingale (NY)
North Mill Capital LLC (NJ)
Norton Rose Fulbright Canada LLP (QC)
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel H. Norwitz (FL)
Novueau Elevator Industries, Inc. (NY)
Alan J. Nusenblatt (CA)
NXT Capital (IL)
R. Scott Nycum Jr. (CO)
Susan & Alex Oball (UT)
Karen Oddo (KS)
Dr. George I. Ogura (CA)
Olympus Insurance Company (FL)
Omny Title Agency (NY)
Onyx Asset Advisors, LLC (CA)
Lenore J. Orange (NY)
Susan & Peter Ordway (WY)
*Deceased
Mr. & Mrs. Marc Ostrofsky (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Brian Packin (NJ)
Stephanie Pagan (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Nicholas G. Paleologos (MD)
The Palin Family Foundation, Inc. (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Paller (GA)
Kenneth Palmero (CT)
Mr. & Mrs. John Paolella (MA)
Pape-Dawson Engineers, Inc. (TX)
Paradigm Capital Corporation (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce B. Parker (VA)
Park Jockey (FL)
Partners Financial Charitable Foundation (TX)
Michael Passmore & Kathryn A. Paul (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Franklin Paulson (MD)
Payday, Inc. (NM)
PC Mall (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Richard L. Pearlstone/
Pearlstone Family Fund, Inc. (MD)
Mr. & Mrs. Perry C. Peine (CO)
Pensam Management Services, Inc. (FL)
People's United Bank (NY)
People's United Business Capital (CT)
Devra Perch (CO)
Perkins Coie LLP (WA)
Mrs. Essie Perlmutter (CO)
Alfred Perlstein (CA)
Dr. Paul K. Perry (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Felix Petrocelli (NY)
The Attitilo & Beverly Petrocelli
Foundation (NY)
Pharmaxis Limited (Australia)
Picket Realty Construction Consultants
LLC (NY)
Pincus Paul Restricted Fund (VA)
Kate K. Piper (MN)
Carole Pittelman (NY)
Platinum Maintenance (NY)
Vera Pless (IL)
Mr. & Mrs. William H. Plummer (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Matthew Pluss (CO)
Dr. & Mrs. Richard Pluss (CO)
Robert Pollock (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Laszlo Pook (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Howard Postal (MD)
Prime Finance (CA)
Pritchard Industries, Inc. (NY)
Prudential Mortgage Capital Company (IL)
Quality Building Services Corp. (NY)
Quivey-Bay State Foundation (NE)
Rabina Properties (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Norton Rainey (CO)
Charles Randall (TX)
Frank R. Randall (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. William K. Randall (OR)
Dennis F. Ratner & Janelliane White (VA)
Dennis P. Ratner (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Lloyd R. Rauch (FL)
RBC Capital Markets (NY)
Charles L. Read Foundation (NJ)
Realty Advisory Board On Labor Relations,
Inc. (NY)
REDW Business & Financial Resources,
LLC (NM)
Karl Reinitz (MD)
Larry J. Reisig (NE)
Republic Business Credit, LLC (LA)
Revolution Office (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Martin S. Ribeck (FL)
Mary Riccobone (NV)
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel A. Rich (CO)
Denise Rich (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey N. Rich (NY)
Laurence J. Rich, Esq. (CO)
Richard and Marianne Reinsch
Foundation (IL)
Mr. & Mrs. Jack C. Richmond (TX)
Miriam Rieder (FL)
The Rifkin Foundation (CO)
Ripco Real Estate (NY)
Margaret Rivers Fund (MN)
Robert B. Samuels Inc. (NY)
Roberts & Holland, LLP (NY)
Henry R. Robinson (CO)
Jerry B. Robinson (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Scott D. Robinson (CO)
Rockwood Capital, LLC (NY)
James W Rogers Jr. (NM)
Marjorie A. Roggig (CO)
Rollin’ Dreams Foundation (CO)
Dr. A. Everett Rosen & Ruth E. Rosen
Foundation (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Harry W. Rosen (VA)
Mr. & Mrs. Steve Rosen (CO)
Monica Rosenbluth (CO)
Babs Rosenkranz (FL)
Maja Rosenquist (CO)
Rosenson Family Foundation (IL)
Michael Rosenthal (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Rosenthal (CO)
Dr. Michael B. Rosenzweig (MD)
David N. Rosner Charitable Foundation,
Inc. (FL)
Jonathan Ross (NY)
Billie Ross (IL)
Mr. & Mrs. Eric A. Rothfeld (NY)
Rouse Services (CA)
RSR Partners (CA)
Irene Rubenstein (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. M. Ronald Ruskin (NY)
Thomas Rutherfoord Foundation (DC)
S&P Global Foundation (NJ)
David S. Sabih & Anna Swartley (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Sacks (NY)
Benjamin R. Sage (CO)
Richard B. Robinson & Nina Saks (CO)
Simon S. Salama-Caro (NY)
Dr. & Mrs. Max Salfinger (CO)
Bonnie E. Saltzman (CO)
Henry Salzburger (NY)
Stephen Samuel (CA)
Santos Postal & Company, P.C. (MD)
Helen & Harry Saul Foundation, Inc. (GA)
David J. Savage (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Michael M. Savoy (CA)
SCC - Soft Computer (FL)
Janet L. Schaumberg (TX)
Arthur Schechneider (FL)
Michael B. Schefferees (MD)
Scherzer International (CA)
Schindler Elevator Corporation (OH)
Schisselmann Family Foundation, Inc. (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Russell E. Schlittenhart (AZ)
Mr. & Mrs. Simon Schneebalg (NY)
Schneider Electric (CO)
Eugene Schneur (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Elliot M. Schnier (FL)
Schochor, Federico and Staton, P.A. (MD)
Dr. Robert D. Schreiner (GA)
The Schulweis Family Foundation (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Barry Schussel (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. David Schustack (NY)
Dr. Helmut Schwab (WI)
Harry Schwartz Foundation (GA)
Dr. Robert Schwartz & Beth Levy (CO)
Betty J. & RICK S. Schwettman (CO)
SDI Presence LLC (IL)
Jay A. Seeman (NY)
Sharon A. Seeman (CO)
Andrew B. Seested (MD)
Nathan Segall, MD (GA)
Dr. & Mrs. David Seida (VA)
Jay W. Seligman (NY)
Jason Semmel (NY)
Joe Serieno (CO)
Sewald Hanfling Public Affairs (CO)
Theodore Sguuros (NY)
Steven Shane Real Estate Inc (CO)
Ruth Shapiro (MA)
Mr. & Mrs. Norton Sharpe (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Mark J. Shavlik (MN)
Mr. & Mrs. John Shaw (CO)
Dr. & Mrs. Anthony S. Shen (MO)
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Shenk (OH)
Mr. & Mrs. William H. Sherer (CA)
Sherman & Howard, LLC (CO)
Levis B. Sherwood & Rosalind C. Block (NY)
John H. Shields II (FL)
SHR Jewelry Associates, LLC (CO)
Daniel L. Shrader & Sue Eckley (NE)
Dr. Abram Shulsky (VA)
Jill & Bert N. Shure (CA)
Evelyn L. Siegel (TX)
Jared A. Siegel (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Jay A. Siegel (NJ)
Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey P. Siegel (CO)
Lila Siegel (FL)
Siff Charitable Foundation (FL)
John I. Silberman (NV)
Amy Rose Silverman (NY)
Silverpeak Argentic (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence Simon (KY)
Mr. & Mrs. Norman Simon (WA)
Dr. Barbara Simons (CA) & Lou Bluestein (CO)
Simplex Grinnell, LP (CO)
Singer Family Foundation Inc. (CO)
Dr. Morton Lewis Singer, Judith Singer & Irving Lapidus Foundation (FL)
Sanford Sirulnick (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. George A. Sissel (CO)
Harold Skolnick (NC)
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Skor (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence Slater (CO)
Douglas C. Smathers (NM)
Smith Mandel & Associates, LLP (CA)
Steve & Gayle Solk (CA)
Sollar Foundation, Inc. (NY)
Sybil & Arthur Sonnenblick (FL)
South Ocean Capital Partners (FL)
Dr. & Mrs. Morris Specter (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Donald H. Spencer (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Sperber (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. John G. Spiegelman (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. J. G. Springer (TX)
Square D (CO)
Ellen K. Stalllos (CO)
David L. Starbuck (CO)
Zerla M. Stayner (OH)
Samuel R. Stein (MA)
Debbie & Stu Steinberg (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Edward J. Steinman (DE)
Rita C. Steinjahr (CO)
Wilhelmina M. Stemm (CO)
Dr. Melvin Stern (MD)
Sandy L. Stern (NY)
Sheila & Simon* Stern (FL)
Sidney Stern Memorial Trust (CA)
Zack Sternberg (NY)
James Steverson (CO)
Ellen E. Stewart & Donald Vancil (CO)
William Stolz (CO)
Structural Consultants, Inc. (CO)
The Sturm Zachary Family Foundation (CO)
Suburban Maryland Chapter (MD)
Suzanne Sullivan (NY)
Albert Sun (CA)
Sunshine Chapter (FL)
Melanie & Bill Switzer (CA)
Dave & Barbara Sylvan Foundation (OK)
Lisa Tadir & J.M. Wands (CO)
Janice Talbert (NM)
Tamkin Charitable Lead Annuity Trust (CA)
Ed Taniguchi (CA)
Charles and Lenke N. Tarr Fund (NV)
Taylor Made Group, LLC (NY)
Moshe Tsaibag/Velvet Heart (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen L. Tect (FL)
Temple Beth-El (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel Tenn (AZ)
Mr. & Mrs. Harold A. Thau (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Jack L. Thompson (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Edward E. Thorp (UT)
Tower Services Inc. (NY)
TPG Specialty Lending (CA)
Caryl C. and Byron W. Trachte (PA)
Dr. William M. Troetel & Dr. Barbara R. Troetel (NY)
Barbara A. Trummer (WI)
Sandra L. Tucker (PA)
Turnaround Management Association (CA)
Henry Tyler (TX)
Candy Uihlein (CO)
Unical Aviation, Inc. (CA)
Union Bank N.A. (CA)
University of New Mexico Health Sciences Center (NM)
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth Urman (WA)
US Security Systems (NY)
Bradley Vaiana (NJ)
Valley Family Trust (CA)
Van Deusen & Associates, Inc. (NJ)
Jamie Van Leeuwen, PhD (CO)
Mark T. Van Zandt (NY)
Vantosh & Company Inc. (GA)
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Varsel (TX)
Irina and Walter Vesen Foundation (CO)
Venable LLP (NY)
Janet & Thomas Verdiligne (FL)
Vicaulco (CO)
Jennifer Vincent (CO)
Vision Service Plan (CA)
Vornado Realty L.P. (NJ)
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen E. Walker (TX)
Douglas E. Walliser (CO)
Wasserman Law Group (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Allen Weaver (IL)
Travis Webb (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Jerome P. Webster Jr. (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Alan S. Weinberg (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce Weiner (FL)
Solomon Weingarten (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen A. Weinstein (CO)
Doris Weintraub (NY)
Colin B. Weir (MA)
W. Thomas Weir (TX)
Leonard R. Weiss (NY)
Marcia S. Weiss (IL)
Mr. & Mrs. Louis M. Welfeld (CO)
Richard L. & Lois S. Werner Family Foundation (FL)
Wertheimer Family Foundation (MD)
Sidelle Wertheimer (MD)
Wesco Technologies, Inc. (NY)
Sandra L. Wessman (CA)
Western Litigation (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Edward E. Whitacre Jr. (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Widler (CO)
Dina A. & Elliot Wiesen (NJ)
Andrew F. Wiessner (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Erwin H. Will Jr. (VA)
Mr. & Mrs. William T. Williams (VA)
Howard O. Wilson/Sidney Stern Memorial Fund (NY)
John D. Wilson (NY)
Winick Realty Group (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Arnold Winick (PA)
Wren Wirth (DC)
Mr. & Mrs. Edward O. Wolcott (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. James B. Wolf (CO)
Lori J. & Carol Wolf (CA)
Isadore & Patricia Wollowick Family Foundation, Inc. (FL)
Stephen M. Wolpert (NJ)
Wolzinger Family Foundation (NV)
Dr. & Mrs. Dale A. Wood (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Olin Woods (CA)
Frank D. Woodward (CA)
World-Wide Holdings Corporation (NY)
Ilan Yehros (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald A. Yourcal (NY)
Yellowstone Hardware & Supply Corp. (NY)
Pat & Chuck Young (GA)
YourCause, LLC Trustee for Pfizer Foundation (TX)
Youth Rise Up, Inc. (CA)
Samuel Zaitz (CO)
Linda E. Zaro (NY)
Dr. Pamela Zeitlin (CO)
The Jay and Diane Zidell Charitable Foundation (OR)
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Zinbarg (NJ)
Zinn Petroleum Company (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert L. Zinn (TX)
Lois S. Zoller (IL)
Arthur Zuch (NY)
Zyloware Eyewear (NY)

**$500-$999**

Anonymous (CO)
Anonymous (FL)
A & G Realty Partners (NY)
Barbara J. Aaker (OR)
Abrams Foundation (NJ)
Maureen Abrams (PA)
Steve Adamson (CA)
Susan Adler Foundation (IL)
Garold D. Allen Jr. (KS)
Harvey B. Alpert (CO)
Michael R. Altenberg & Libby Bortz (CO)
AmazonSmile Foundation (WA)
AMS Risk Management & Consulting, Inc. (NY)
Mone Anathan (CO)
David Anderson & Jennifer Bater (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth Anderson (MN)
Nathan Angell & Michelle Morgtide (CO)
Anixter (CO)
Annes Associates (CA)
Antioxidants (Switzerland)
Eric Antion (NY)
Arapahoe Fire Protection, Inc. (CO)
Glenn A. Arbeitant (NY)
Nancy E. Ashby (MI)
Aspen Valley Hospital (CO)
Lois R. Atkin (CA)
Atwell, Curtis & Brooks, Ltd. (NY)
Teresa H. Austin (NY)
Avila Retail (NM)
Axim, Inc. (CA)
Lou Bachrodt Chevrolet (FL)
Dr. & Mrs. Jean-Loup Baer (WA)
George A. Baker Jr. (NM)

*Deceased*
Virginia H. Baker (CA)
Bank of Albuquerque (NM)
Bank of America Charitable Foundation (NC)
Mr. & Mrs. Alan Baron (WI)
Mr. & Mrs. John W. Barrett (SC)
Lawrence Bass & Lynn Robinson (CO)
BB&T Corp. (NC)
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen M. Beckerman (NJ)
Joey M. Beerstock (CA)
Laurence & Carolyn Beilfe Family Foundation (NY)
Alan L. Belkinoff (CA)
Louis M. Bell (MA)
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond J. Bellucci (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Leo Benatar (GA)
Mr. & Mrs. Charles R. Bendit (NY)
Henry H. Benjes (CO)
Laura Bennett (CO)
Rob Benson (CO)
The Beringer Group (CA)
Berkowitz Cohen & Bennett (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Saul G. Berkowitz (NJ)
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas A. Davidson (CO)
David Textiles Inc. (CA)
Paul E. Danziger (MD)
Mr. & Mrs. Andre Danesh (MA)
Dr. Elizabeth A. Dale (PA)
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas A. Davidson (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Michael B. Davis (TX)
Dr. & Mrs. Ray S. Davis (MO)
Mr. & Mrs. Jason Brown (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. MacKay S. Brown (NE)
Robert Brown (UK)
Mr. & Mrs. John A. Brunalli (CT)
Jonathan Brundige (CT)
Mr. & Mrs. Harry Brusenhan (TX)
Serena Bruzzo (CO)
Ingrid Y. Bucher (NM)
Robert Buente (CO)
Donald Burch & Kristy A. Schloss (CO)
Alison & Martin Burger (NY)
Thomas Burns (CA)
Bradley J. Buum (CO)
Chris J. Calabrese (PA)
Dr. & Mrs. Martin Cane (PA)
Margarita Cannan (CA)
James J. Capra Jr. (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Mark Carmy (CO)
Dr. Susan H. Carron (MI)
Mr. & Mrs. Howard M. Casper (PA)
CBRE (NM)
Cedar Croft Consulting Ltd. (NY)
Ronald Cerveny (MI)
CFM Company (CO)
Judge & Mrs. Herbert L. Chabot (MD)
Dr. & Mrs. Edward D. Chan (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Charles E. Cheever Jr. (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Reynolds S. Cheney (TN)
Chisolm Trail RV (NM)
Paul Cho (CO)
Paul Chod (MD)
Mr. & Mrs. Alan Chodorow (NM)
Mr. & Mrs. Patrick Christmas (MD)
Nancy Cihlar (IL)
Mickey Clagg (OK)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert B. Clasen (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Charles J. Clifford (MA)
Alan J. Cohen/Law Offices of Alan J. Cohen (CA)
Geraldine R. Cohen (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey M. Cohen (FL)
Joel Cohen (NY)
Steven Cohen (CA)
Paul D. Cohn (WA)
CohnReznick LLP (NJ)
Lisa Colligan (CA)
Colorado Health Foundation (CO)
Community First Foundation (CO)
Concord Real Estate Services (CA)
Jesse D. Conti (CO)
Continental Development Corp. (CA)
Conway MacKenzie (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Marc L. Cooper (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. William B. Cordell (CA)
Corin (NY)
Jay Coughlon (CO)
Mary E. Cox (CO)
Creditors Adjustment Bureau (CA)
Cresta Properties (CA)
Margaret A. Crowl (CO)
Janie Cutler (FL)
Autumn Dadourian (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald A. Dahl (CO)
Dr. Elizabeth A. Dale (PA)
Mr. & Mrs. Andre Danesh (MA)
Paul E. Danziger (MD)
David Textiles Inc. (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas A. Davidson (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Michael B. Davis (TX)
Dr. & Mrs. Ray S. Davis (MO)
Terrence W. Dawson (UT)
James De La Pena (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Lino De Michieli (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Craig Dethmers (CO)
Ann Devereaux (CO)
Gloria Deveo (CO)
Dr. & Mrs. Burton S. Diamond (NY)
Dinges Drywall, LLC (MO)
Ditmas Management Corp. (NY)
Domestic Air Conditioning Service, Inc. (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Abraham Doneger (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth L. Dowd (SC)
Dr. Gregory P. Downey & Dr. Lisa Cicutto (CO)
Duane Morris LLP (NY)
Shirley Duggan (FL)
Lillian Dulken (NY)
Linda Dweck (FL)
E. F. Harris Family Foundation (CA)
Easter Owens Electric Company (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Eckstein (OR)
Dianne Eddolls (CO)
Stewart Eisenberg (FL)
Anders Eisner (CA)
Ellis, Ged & Boddin, P.A. (FL)
Eleanor M. Ely (FL)
Equity Office Properties (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Glenn J. Eschrich (FL)
Gloria H. Esham (MD)
Mr. & Mrs. Charles T. Esmon (OK)
Events BSB Company, LLC (TX)
Explorer Security Services (NY)
Jennifer B. Ezing (CT)
Mr. & Mrs. Patrick Fairfield (CO)
Louis & Helen Fanaroff Foundation Ltd (MD)
Mr. & Mrs. Glenn Farber (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Charles S. Feldman (NY)
Lois Ferguson (CO)
Anita & Gilbert Fields (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Fink (MI)
Susan O. Fink (FL)
First Western Financial, Inc. (CO)
Phil Fitzjarrell (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel Fitzpatrick (MA)
Marilyn Fleischer (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Richard A. Fleischman (CO)
Ann Foss (MN)
Ella D. Foster (FL)
Dr. & Mrs. Stephen L. Fox (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Charles R. Frederickson (CO)
Freed Maxick CPAs, P.C. (NY)
Robert & Barcie Freinberg (CA)
Stephen H.* & Arlene Friedlander (MD)
Esther Friedman (VA)
Harold Friedman (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Mark Friedman (NY)
Ross Friedman (VA)
Frost National Bank (TX)
David S. Furman (CA)
Aaron Gallaway (KS)
The Gallegos Corporation (CO)
Carl J. Gambino (NJ)
Lois Gamble (TX)
Arthur I. Gardenswartz & Sonya Priestly (NM)
Karan Garg (IL)
David Garrison, PhD (TX)
Magdalen Gaynor (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Chris Gdowski (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence P. Gelfond (CO)
Norine Gerson (IL)
GGF, LLP (CA)
Charles K. Gifford (MA)
Gilbert Heritage Foundation (CA)
Wilma J. Gillespie, PhD (CO)
Stephanie Godwin (CO)

*Deceased
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Bei Lee Gold (CO)
Joseph H. Goldberg Family Foundation (IL)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. Goldberg (FL)
Brian Goldstein (CO)
Gary L. Gorchester (CA)
Anita V. Gordon (CO)
Judith Gordon (MD)
Richard Gordon (CA)
Constance M. Grassi (NY)
Stephen Grayson & Michelle S. Leavy (MD)
Dr. David J. Graubard (CA)
Jeffrey N. Greenblatt (MD)
David K. Hsieh (NY)
Eirh-Yu Hsie (CO)
Hsiang Investments, Inc. (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert B. Greenspan (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Groll (NY)
Mark Gross (MD)
Ursula Gundel (NJ)
Mr. & Mrs. Norman L. Gutman (PA)
Jason Haim (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. H.W. Hallman (CO)
Jeremy Hamm (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. William T. Hammond (CO)
Steven P. Handler (IL)
William T. Hankinson & Andrea S. Pollack (CO)
Wade Hansen (CA)
Marguerite D. Hark (IL)
George L. Hart Jr. (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Rick Hartzler (CO)
Justine Harvey Joseph (FL)
Shay Hathaway (NV)
HCA - HealthONE LLC (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas B. Healy (CO)
Christopher R. Hebble (CA)
Herbert H. Herman (FL)
Bernice Heslop (FL)
HFF (PA)
Jerome C. Hill (CO)
Hildun Corporation (NV)
Ralph Hillman (PA)
Steve Hinrichs (CA)
Ziggy Hirsch (NJ)
Victoria G. Hochberg (CA)
Dr. & Mrs. Zachary I. Hodes (IN)
Hodges Ward Elliott (NV)
John L. Hoffman (MO)
Johanna M. Hohle (SD)
Mr. & Mrs. James R. Holder (CO)
Holmes Murphy & Associates (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Laurence Holzman (NY)
George Hopwood (NV)
Hsiang Investments, Inc. (CA)
Eirh-Yu Hsie (CO)
David K. Hsieh (NY)
Gilbert R. Hubble (MD)
Mr. & Mrs. Patrick W. Hurley (NM)
Rosalyn R. Hurley (NM)
The Marilyn and Leland Huttner Family Foundation (CO)
Intertech Plastics Inc. (CO)
Dr. & Mrs. Charles G. Irvin (VT)
Mr. & Mrs. Norman K. Jacobson (FL)
Robert Jacobson (CO)
JAD Corporation of America (NY)
Robert S. James (OK)
Diane S. Jameson (CO)
Roe Jasen (NY)
Kathia Jenkins (CO)
Twila Jenkins (CO)
R. K. Jetton (TX)
Debbie U. Johnson (NM)
Dolores C. Johnson (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. William F. Johnson (NY)
Lauren B. Jones (GA)
Peter Jones (FL)
Jonis Realty Leasing (NY)
Joseph K. Blum Co. LLP (NY)
Herbert & Mary Jim* Josephs (MI)
Stanley B. Judd (DC)
The JV Schiro-Zavela Foundation (VA)
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur Kalita (NY)
James C. Kapau (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. John A. Karaczynski (CA)
Dr. Scott Kariene (MI)
Mr. & Mrs. Harvey B. Karsh (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Randall A. Karsh (CO)
Brandy Katz (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Lennard Katz (NY)
Dr. Leonard Katz (CA)
Robert D. Katz (PA)
Kearny Real Estate Company (CA)
William A.* & Mary E. Kellnhofer Sr. (CO)
Edythe Kenton (CA)
Dr. Jeffrey A. Kern & Dr. Elizabeth F.O. Kern (CO)
Virginia Kern (AZ)
Mr. & Mrs. Timothy Kershisnik (CO)
Andy King (CO)
Charles & Lucille King Family Foundation (NY)
Robert J. Klasnik (FL)
Dr. Stephen K. Klasko (PA)
June R. Kleban (DE)
Casey Klein (NY)
Tim Kliger (CO)
Susan Kline-Goddard (CO)
Dr. George Knaysi (VA)
Mr. & Mrs. David Knight (MI)
Mr. & Mrs. Peter E. Knight (DC)
Kobi Karp Architecture and Interior Design (FL)
Shawn Kolody (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Leonard I. Korman (PA)
Barbara L. Kramer (OH)
Mr. & Mrs. James D. Kreidle (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Barton W. LaBelle (AZ)
Rick and Kerri Lacher Philanthropic Fund (TX)
Lisa Laff (CO)
Dr. & Mrs. Sheldon H. Landesman (NY)
Robert Laouk (CA)
Michael Laub (NY)
Marta J. Lawrence (CT)
Mr. & Mrs. Jordon Laycob (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. David K. Lee (CO)
Rochelle G. Lefkowitz (CA)
De. & Mrs. Eric R. Leibovitch (CA)
Dr. & Mrs. Harry Lerner (NC)
Christopher C. Leslie (OR)
Dr. Stuart H. Lessans (MI)
Dina L. Levin (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert H. Levine (AZ)
Ronnie Levine (NY)
Mary Ann Levitt (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Edwin A. Levy (FL)
Beth Libow (DC)
Mr. & Mrs. Warren I. Lichtenberg (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Norman Lichtman (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Stanley Liebowitz (CA)
Joseph Lieske (CA)
Richard & Carol Lipscomb (TX)
Valle Listol (TN)
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas D. Litwin (CO)
Local Union No. 94, 94A, 94B and Affiliated Funds, AFL-CIO (NY)
Fidel & Magdalena Lopez (NM)
Ted Lux/Preferred Ventures Corp. (CA)
LuxCo (MO)
Christina F. Lyons (NM)
Terry & David Mabo (OH)
Mr. & Mrs. Marc A. Magazine (MD)
Mr. & Mrs. Ward Mahanek (CO)
Marshall Mahl (CA)
Rochelle & Richard Maize Foundation (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Philip S. Malinsky (CA)
Charles Manna (NY)
The Billi Marcus Foundation, Inc. (GA)
Rose & Samuel Marcus (AZ)
Mr. & Mrs. Darren S. Markley (CO)
Estelle Markowitz (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. David G. Marks (CO)
Irene Marks (PA)
Barbra Marranzino (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Steve Marsh (CA)
Christina Martin (CA)
Marjorie Masel (WA)
Anthony Mastoromauro (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Steven C. Matney (MD)
Matsuo Engineering (CO)
Carol L. Maxon (IL)
Mazzetti & Associates (CO)
Hugh McCabe Jr. (IL)
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry D. McGee (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. William McLaughlin (MO)
McMillan LLP (QC)
Frank R. Mehal (MI)
Richard C. Mendelson & Joanne S. Freed (CA)
Mercedes-Benz of Arlington (VA)
Mercedes-Benz of Denver (CO)
The Merchant of Tennis, Inc. (CA)
Merrill Lynch (CA)

*Deceased
Edward A. Phillips (PA)
Raymond A. Pinella (CT)
Dr. Domen R. Pinnell (CO)
Eugene A. Pinzer (MD)
Mr. & Mrs. Fred J. Pisciotta (TX)
PLANTA Naturstoffe Vertriebs Ges.m.b.H. (Austria)
Mr. & Mrs. Eli Plaxe (CA)
The Herbert and Lorraine Podell Foundation (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. William T. Poole Jr. (KY)
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard G. Post (NY)
Rebecca A. Pott (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Malvern Powell (PA)
Jonathan Pritti (NY)
Timothy R. Prout (CO)
Barbara J. Puckett (KY)
Daniel B. Purdy (CO)
Joseph Rahmani (NY)
Philip J. Rapa II (CA)
Stephanie B. Raphael (NY)
Karen Rebb (AZ)
Sydney B. Reding (OK)
Andrew Redmond (NY)
Lee Reinhartd (CO)
Reining Reporting Inc. (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Louis M. Reis (PA)
Rabbi & Mrs. Joel Rembaum (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. Remis (MA)
Retail Southwest Development, LLC (NM)
Donald Reynolds (DC)
David M. Reza/Milberg Factors, Inc. (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Harry Rhulen (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Greg L. Rimaling (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. James Rist (CO)
Dr. & Mrs. John E. Rittmann (SD)
Mr. & Mrs. Ralf Rivera (CO)
Riverbrook Capital (CA)
RM Hospitality Group Inc./Rosa Mexicana Restaurants/Mr. & Mrs. Daniel F. Hickey (NY)
Amanda Robinson & Derek Smith (CO)
Charlotte Robinson (FL)
The Rogalsky-Ringold Family Endowment Fund of the Jewish Federation of Greater Pittsburgh (PA)
Rolyln Companies, Inc. (MD)
Brad Rosenberg (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert A. Rosenberg (VA)
Rona S. Rosenberg (AZ)
The Rosenblatt Law Firm (TX)
Anne K. Rosenblum (VA)
Martin Rosenfeld (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Lyle Rosenzweig (FL)
Kenneth S. Roth (NY)
Dr. Susan S. Rothenberg & Gerson D. Rothenberg (VA)
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony W. Rothermel (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. David Rotenberg (CA)

Julius Rubin (NY)
Roslyn Ruder (NY)
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National Jewish Health is the leading respiratory hospital in the nation. Founded 118 years ago as a nonprofit hospital, National Jewish Health today is the only facility in the world dedicated exclusively to groundbreaking medical research and treatment of patients with respiratory, cardiac, immune and related disorders. Patients and families come to National Jewish Health from around the world to receive cutting-edge, comprehensive, coordinated care.
National Jewish Health has been named the #1 hospital in the nation for respiratory care by *U.S. News & World Report* in its 2017-18 Best Hospital rankings. This is the 16th year National Jewish Health has been in the #1 spot on that list.

In the *U.S. News & World Report* award category for “Best Hospitals for Common Care,” our COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease) care and our lung cancer programs were rated “high performing,” the highest rating available.
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